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PREFACE

An investigation of the construction failure of the nAtural-draft

concrete cooling tower at Willow Island, West Virginia OD April 27, 1978

was carried out by the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) at the request

of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), the Depart

ment of Labor. This investigation was conducted pureuant to an interagency

agreement bet~,een OSHA and NBS.

The NBS field investigation team consisted of E. O. Pfrang. J. O.

B'.'yl'lon, E. Anderson, S. G. Fattal, B. J. Hunt and H. S. Lew. Throughol.t

the course of this investigation, the team received full cooperation from

the OSHA regional and area offices. Assistance provided by Mr. David H.

~hone, Regional Administrator and Mr. Stanley Elliot, Area Director, is

gratefully a~knowledged by the NBS team.



ABSTRACT

The collapse of the natural-draft hyperbolic concrete cooling tower

unit no. 2 at the Pleasants Power Station at Willow Island. West Virginia

was investigated by the National BUrea!l of Standards. The investigation

included oDsite inspections, laboratory tests of construction assembly

components and concrete sp~cimen9J and analytical stu~ies.

Based on the results of r.hese field, laboratory and analytical inves-

tigations, it was conch~dedt~'lat the mor~t probable cause of the collapse

was due to the imposition of construr.tion loads on the shell before the

concrete of lift 28 had gained adequate strength to support these loads.

The analysis of the shell indicated that the collapse initiated at the

part of the shell :l.n lift 28 where cathead no. 4 was l..:>cated. It further

showed that calculqted stress resultants at several points in that part

equaled or exceeded the strength of the shell in compression, bending and

and shear. The failur~ ot these points in that part of the ~hell would

have p\:'opagated to callse the collapse of the entire lift 28.

Key Words: Collapse; concrete; concrete strength; construction;
cooling tower; failure; hyperbolic shell; shell.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Two natural-draft hyperbolic concrete cooling towers were being

constructed at the Pleasants Power Station which is located on the Ohio

River at Willow Isla~d, West Virginia. The shell of the first unit of

the two towers was complet~d in August, 1977. It has a base diameter

of 358 ft (109 m) and stands ~30 ft (131 m) above the ground level.

Shortly after 10 a.m. on April 27, 1978, the top portion of the seco~d

unit which had reached a height of 166 ft (51 m) collapsed during con

struction. Figure 1.1 is a photograph taken after the failure which

shows the completed tower unit No. 1 and partially comple~ed -tower unit

No. 2 in the foreground~ A four-level scaffolding system which was

anchored to the collapsed portion of the shell fell ~lith it killing all

51 workers who were on th2 scaffold.

The shell was constructed through the use of a patented lift form tech

nique. Except for the lower and upper portions of the tower, the construc

tion procedure at Willow Island utilized a scr.eme to place a So-ft (1.5-m)

lift per d~y. At the time of failure, 28 lifts had been completed with the

most recent one having been placed the previous day. The formwork which

suppo~ted the less than one day old concrete of lift 28 had been raised

into place for lift 29. According to eyewitness a~c~u~ts by workers,

lift 28 began to collapse when the third bucket of concrete was being

hoisted up to the working platform. It was estimated that about 1.0 yd 3

(0.8 m3) of concrete had been placed for lift 29 at that time. According

to an eyewitness the entire secti.on of lift 28 collapsed into the tower

within a few minutes.
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On the day of the cc11apse. an inspection team from the Occupational

Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). Department of Labor, arrived at

the site and began an investigation into the collapse. A team from the

National Bureau of Standards (NBS) joined the OSHA team two days later.

1.2 Objective and Scope of the Investigation

~e National Bureau of Standards was requested to assist the field

investigation conducted by the Occupational Safety and Health Administra

tion at the site of the collapse and to carry out a detailed study aiming

at the determination of the most pro~able cause of the collapse.

In response to this request. NBS carried out field, laboratory

and analytical studies. The NBS investigators also used data obtained

from onsite inspections, OSHA case records. the patent for the forming

system and drawings showing details of the tower construction.

1.3 Organization of the Report

The report is organized in ten chapters:

Chapter 2 presents dimensions of the tower and the material used for

construction. It also describes the construction method employed for

erection of the tower and the hoisting system used to transport construc

tion materials from the ground level to the to? of the tower.

Chapter 3 describes observations made and measurements taken by the

NBS investigation team at the Willow Island site. It also describes

typical daily construction activities and the chain of events which took

place prior to the collapse.

Chapter 4 presents the results of concrete tests which were used

to determine the strength and stiffness gaining characteristics of the

2



concrete. The test results of anchor bolts, hoist cable, chain hoist

and grip-hoist are also presented.

Chapter 5 examines possible component failures of the hoisting and

scaffolding systems with the aid of the test results presented in

chapter 4 as well as data obtain?d from the onsite inspection presented

in chapter 3.

Chapter 6 describes criteria and rationale for defining the loads

which were acting on the shell at the time cf the collapse. It also

presents analysis of the shell by meane of finite element computer

programs.

Chapter 7 compares the results of the shell analysis with various

strength parameters of the shell and discusses the most probable mode

of failure.

Chapter 8 summarizes the findings of the investigation and presents

conclusions drawn on the based of field, laboratory and analytical studies.

Chapter 9 acknowledges those individuals who made contributions to

various phases of the investigation and to the preparation of this report.

Chapter 10 lists the references cited in the text.
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2. COOLING TOWER CONSTRUCTION

2.1 Introduction

This chapter describes dimensions of the tower and the materials used

for construction. It also describes the method of construction and the

hoisting system. The formwork and scaffolding I'.ystmns used for construc

tion of the tower were supported only by th~ previously completed portion

of the tower. They moved up as construction progressed with no support

other than from the partially completed structure. Because such complex

self-lifting formwork and scaffolding systems were used, they are described

in some detail.

2.2 Physical Description of Cooling Tower Unit No. 2 at Willow Island

Figure 2.1 shows the elevation and plan view of cooling tower unit

no. 2. It rr~y be noted that both the diameter and the shell thickness

changed along '.he height of the tower. At the time of failure, the tower

elevation had re~ched 166 feet (51 m) as indicated by the dotted line

on the elevation. The shell portion of the tower was supported by 80

diagonal concrete columns of 34 inches (0.86 m) in diameter. the shell

tapered from the lintel at the base (diameter of 342 ft, 104.2 m) to ·the

throat (diameter of 214 ft, 85.2 mj. It then flared out with inc~easing

height. The ext-arior of the shell was uivtded hy 96 evenly spaced ribs

(see figures 1.1 and 3.1). The panel width between two adjacent ribs

varied along the height of the tower.

In the wall section, two layers of reinforcement were provided both

vertically and horizontally. The size and spacing of steel in both

directions varied with the height of the tower. Atypical cross section

of the wall at lift 28 is shown along with reinforcing and splicing
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details in figure 2.2. The figure shows that. within anyone lift height,

all of the vertical bars were spliced in every third panel. The horizon-

tal bars were spliced such that no two splices in anyone lift occurred in

the same vert~cal plane for bars on the same face. The spacing of

splices along the horizontal bars were not specified in the drawings.

All L~inforcing bars were specified to meet ASTM A 615 Grade 60 requile-

ments.

Normal weight concrete was used for the tower. The mix proportions

per cubic yard of concoete were: 1/

470, lbs (214 kg) Type II (moderate heat of hydration)
portland cement

1174 Ibs (532 kg) Natural sand
1900 lbs (862 kg) Natural gravel

61 !'tiS (27 kg) Fly ash
14.1 oz (417 mL) Wa ter reducing agent

5.0 oz (148 mL) Air entraining agent

A?proximately 27.6 gal (104 L) of water were specified to produce 4.5 in

2.3 C{~,\(>truction Method

A'> mentioned in s.::ction 2.1, both the thickness and the diameter

of the shell changed along its height. To accommodate these changes

as well as to provide working surfaces for workers, a complex combina-

tio~ of formwork and scaffolding system was used. A schematic drawing

of the formwork-scaffoldlng system is shown in figure 2.3. It is seen

in this figure that the entire sys.tem was supported on previously

completed portions of the tower. As construction advanced, the system

traveled up the tower with no support other than from the partially

1/ See tabLe 4.5(a) and (b).
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completed structure of partially matured concrete. &\ interior view of

a similar to~er under construction is shown in figure 2:4:' The four

level scaffolding system was sJspended from the upper part of the

tower. A detailed description of the system is illustrated in the u.s.

Patent of the system) which is reproduced in appendix A.

The lift form and scaffolding system consisted of four basic func-

tional components. These were:

1) Jumpform beams

2) Jacking frames

3) Stiffback chan~els and formwork

4) Scaffolding

A cross section through the rormwork-scaffo1ding system is shown in

figure 2.5 in which each of the above components is identified. In the

text that follows) the function of each of these components is described

and illustrated with the aid of photographs taken at Berwick. Pennsylvania

where similar hyperbolic cooling towers were under construction \Ising

basically the same construction method used at Willo~ Island.

Figure 2.6 shows the manner in which jumpform beams were attached to the

e'xterior of the shell by hexhead bolts. Typi~al extruded aluminl'lIl jumpfonn

be~T.s which were attached to the interior and exterior of the shell are

shown in figure 2.7. Two lO-ft (3-m) long bea~ were spliced together end

to end with clip plates forming a 20-foot (6-m) long section. Figure 2.8

shows the 20-ft long jumpform beams attached to the inside and outside of

the shell by means of a number of anchor bolts with internally threaded

cone-shaped inserts and the hexhead bolts (also see fig. 6( appendix A).

Th~ assembly of the anchor bolt is shown in figure 3.8. It may be noted

6



in figure 2.8 that the relative positions of these jump form beams change

in an alternating sequence for each lift of the sbell.

The exterior jumpform beam differs from the interior jump form beam

in that the flange of the exterior jumpform beam functions as the rib

mold of the shell. The exterioI' flange of both the interior and exterior

jumpform beams has welded lugs to receive the reciprocating and stationary

pawls for engagement of the jacking Qechanism (see fig. 2.7 and figs. 5

and 8, appendix A).

The second major component of the system was the jacking frame

(fig. 2.8). It consisted of two structural channels which rode on both

face~ of the outer flange of the jumpform beam (see fig. 5, appendix A).

A photograph of the jacking frame assembly is shown in figure 2.9. Move

ment of the jacking frame was restricted to one direction, i.e., parallel

to the jumpform beam, by means of a set of 12 steel wheels housed in the

jacking frame.

The jacking frame also contained a hydraulic ram with a connected

.reciprocating pawl and a follower pawl (item 142 and l2'~ in figure 5,

appendix A). When jacking commenced, the reciprocating pawl was actuated

by the hydraulic pressure and engaged with the jumpform beam lugs raising

the jacking frame in incr,ements equivalent to the lug spacing. The spring

loaded follower pawl ratcheted and held the jacking frame until another

hydraulic cycle could be repeated.

The third major component in the construction apparatun consisted of

the stiffback channels and formwork (fig. 2.8, 2.9 and 2.10). This com

ponent held the fresh concrete in place between each ~ib location. TIl~

stiffback was a structural channel ve,:tically supported by the jacking
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frame's lower steel wheel axle (see figures 6, 7 and 8, appendix A).

Adjustable joists were bolted to the stiffbacks at the rib locations and

were capable of compensating for the shell diameter variation. The plywood

form was braced by the jolst-stiffback fY.'amework. The stiffback and brmwork,
moved integrally with the jacking frame during the entire jacking process.

Jacking took place at both the inside and outside jumpform beams simul-

taneously at all 96 rib locations. Jacking was terminated o~ce the stiff-

back formwork had cleared the previous lift and had been positioned for

placement of concrete for the next lift.

The fourth major component of the lift form-scaffolding system was a

four-level scaffold (fig. 2.5). WaLking platforms were suspended from

both the inside and the outside jacking fra~s at each of the 96 rib loca-

tions. Scaffold planking and guardrails spanned between the rib locations

forming the working platform. At the top level construction materials were

received via the hoisting system, steel reinforcing was distributed for

placement, and concrete was delivered ar.ound the tower by Georgia buggies.

Level 2 was used less in the construction process. From this level

the stiffback-formwork was accessible for adjustment. Once the formwork

was set for a new pour the use of this level became diminished.

The lower levels (l~vels 3 & 4) provided access to the bottom half of

the jumpform beams, The 10 ft (3 m)- section of the jUul'pform beam was

separated from the upper half and unbolted from the shell and delivered

to thl:. top level for new p18cement. Final shell surface preparation (i.~.,

patching, removal of thr~aded insert cones, grouting) was performed from

these levels. The entire scaffolding system moved with the jacking frame

to the new elevation.
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The sequence of operations for the entire formwork-scaffolding system

from lift 27 to lift 29 is illustrated in figures 2.11 through 2.15.

Figure 2.11 depicts the position of the jumpform beams and the scaffolding

system prior to concrete placement for lift 27. It may be noted that the

inside jumpform beam was higher than the outside one. Two days after the

completion of lift 27, the formwork and scaffolding systems were raised

and simultaneously the lower half of the outside jumpform beam was unholted

and lifted to a new higher position, shown in figure 2.12. Figure 2.13

shows the final position of the entire system prior to concrete placement

for lift 28. One day after the ~ompletion of lift 22, the formwork and

scaffolding systems were again raised and the lower half of the inside

jumpform beam was lifted to a new position, as shown in figure 2.14.

Figure 2.15 shows the final position of the formwork and scaffolding

systems with the inside jumpform beam extending above the outside one.

The daily preparation for concrete placement consisted of five con

secutive procedures as follows:

1) Workers removed wedging and loosened ~tiffbacks and formwork from

preViously placed concrete. Plywood forms were removed next and

cut to new desired size to accommodate changing diameter of the

tower. Forms were then placed again in the same place after

being cleaned and oiled.

2) Once all forms were replaced, jacking of the entire formwork

and scaffolding systems commenced until the next predetermined

elevation was reached.

3) The lowest trailing jumpform beam was unbolted and transferred

to its new top position on top of the upper half ~~te of the

9



jumpform beam. Therefore, each pair of jumpfor~ beams (inside

and outside) at each rib location "leap-frogged" one another

throughout the construction process. Figures 2.11 through 2.15

illustrate this process.

4) The formwork was wedged into its new lift position, spacing

tolerances checked, reinforcing steel placed, and concrete

waG then ready for placereent.

2.4 Hoisting System

At the Willow Island site, up to and including lift la, construction

materials were handled by moving c;:anes on the ground and concrete was

placed into the formwork by a pumping process. Above this level, the

materials and concrete were delivered to the working platforfu via six

cathead gantry cranes (hereafter re~erred to as catheads) powered by

twin-drum hoists.

The six catheads were spaced at equal intervals around the top

perimeter. Each cathead was slipper-ted from the recently completed shell

structure by four legs which were attached to the jacking fra~e at two

adjacent rib locations. The catheads moved up with the lift form

SCaffolding system as construction advanced.

A static line, which was attached to the slidr~ pJ.:~te at ,the interior

end of the cathead at one end (fig. 2.16) and secured to an anchor point

on the ground level at the other, guided all materials hoisted to the

top working level (fig. 2.17). The anchor point location changed from

a position near the wall of the tower to the center as construction

progressed upward. During hoisting operations, the tautness of the static

line was adjusted by means of a" grip hoist attached to the ground anchor

10



point to keep the material being hoisted from hitting the scaffold at

the top of the tower.

Because of the changing shell curvature, the cathead had to be

periodically adjusted to rne.intain a level configuration. This was done

throughout the tower con8tr~ction by adjusting the pinned telescoping

outer legs and by a dulin hoist which was an integral part of the counter

Btatic line (figure 2.l6) whtch also counteracted the pull exerted by the

static line.

Three twin-drummed diesel hoists were spaced at equal intervals

around the tower base. Each twin-drum hoist had a single operator who

served two cathead gantries (fig. 2.18). A hoist line, wound on a drum,

passed through two ground-level sheaves and traveled up aloag the outside

fac~ of the tower to the outside sheave of the cathead beam (fig. 2.17).

It continued to the inside sheave of the cathead beam and down to the

tower center ground location where pickups were made.

The hoist load was gUided along the static line by a mechanical

pulley device. Figure 2.16 shows a bucket of concrete approaching its

maximum elevation at the inside working level. The interlink to the

static line through the pulley is also shown.

The hoist system was prima.rily used for lifting concrete and steel

reinforcing bars to the upper working platform on the inside of the tower.

As was the case for the cactlea~, various adjustments to the hoisting

system were required from lift to lift due to the changing geometry of

the tower.
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3. SITE INVESTIGATION

3.1 Introduction

During the course of the investigation, the NBS team visited the

Willow Island site on five occ~sions. The first visit was made on April 29,

1978. two days after the incident, wl1ile the last visit was on August 10 and

11. 1976. This chapter describes ob~ervations made, measurements taken of

static and hoist cables,. and materials retr.laved from the Willow Island site.

In addition, a summary of interviews conducted by OSRA personnel with

worke~s 1s presented. These data were used in the ~xaminntion of possible

component failure of the hoistiug and scaffolding systems. in chapter 5 and

in the establ1shm~nt of the loading conditions on the tower which existed

at the time of collapse in chapter 6.

3.2 Investigation at the Site

Figure 3.1 shows the exterior view of tower unit No.2. Collapse

occurred 81 concrete was being placec for lift 29. The top 5 ft (1.5 m)

of the sh'Jll (Uft 28) 18 missing in this photograph slnce the entire lift

had fallen into the cen~er of the tower leaving a jagged edge along the top

of lift 27 (fig. 3.2). Evenly spaced rib& on the exterior surface of the

shell and S-ft (l.S-m) lift lines may also be seen in figure 3.1. The

extor~or leaffolding-type Itairs shown in the left part of the photograph

we~e the only mean, of access to and from the top of the tower by the

Horl... u (fig. 3.1).

Figure. 3.3 And 3.4 sbow debris piled upon the floor bf the tower

~round tho bAl. perimoter, While the general positions of the debris

i",i4. tho tOWQr hAVI not bien draltically thanged, it 1. known that the

d~bril WAS 11tt@4 And moved to lome QKt6nt duriftZ the re.cue operations.
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The debris mainly consists of the cathead gantries. scaffoldi,ng and form

work systems. safety nets. and equipment. The concrete of lift 28 appar

ently pulverized upon impacting the tower floor since no large yleces of

broken concrete were found.

As ~an be seen in figures 3.2 and 3.5. vertical bars at the top of

lift 27 were bent toward the inside of the tower, None of the vertical

bars examined at locations around the top perimeter of the tower showed

any signs of fracture.

Figure 3.6 shows the exterior view of a portion of the shell between

catheads no. I and no. 2. Dark patch marks seen in this figure were made

by the cement grout used to plug the anchor ~olt holes. These marks clearly

indicate that two anchor bolts w~re used in IHt 26 and others below. A

closeup view of a typical rib in lift 27 (figure 3.7) shows that while the

top anchor bolt (bolt C in fig. 2.15) was broken away. the bottom anchor

bolt (the thread in~ercs and the crimped rod--bolt D in fig. 2.15) was intact.

Careful examination of the jumpform beams on the ground revealed that in

many cases t 1.1e top anchor bolts ~']ere st:!11 attached to the flange of jumpform

beams by hexhead bolts (see fig. 3.8 for the anchor bolt assembly). Further

examinati.Jn also revealed thEit there were no tears in the flange of jumpform

beams at the bolt holes nor any fragments of the hexhead bolt in the bottom

anchor bolt in lift 27. It was concluded from these observations that at

the time of the collapse, while the top !'lnchor bolts were attached to jump

form beams, the bottom hexh~ad bolts had been removed.

Localized crushing of concrete occurred surrounding the bottom anchor

bolt in lift 27 at those ribs where the legs of catheads had been supported

(figure 3.9). This indicates substantial overworking on these bolts during
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the previous construction stages as a result of large movement~ in the

cathead legs.

It was observed that the anchor bolts located at the top of lift 27

(bolt C in fig. 2.15) failed in two different modes. In many cases, the

anchor bolt together with the concrete surrounding it broke away frrm the

shell (see fig. 3.10). In other cases, the bolt itself fractured i.nto two

?ieces leaving a clean tapered hole in the shell (see figc 3.11). It would

not be possible to leave such a clean hole in the shell if the cone-shaped

inserts had b<len pulled through the wall. This indicates some Dolts fractured.

At the time of the field investigations. it was repo::'tedby workers at

the site that the collapse initiated at the location where c2.thead no. 4 was

positioned. Because of this rea~on. cathead no. 4 was carefully examined.

The overall appearance of a typical cathead gantry is ShO~l in figure 3.12.

Although all six cathead gantry assemblies deformed severely, the component

parts for each of the cath~ad gantries were still intact except for the

slide plates which were separated from catheads no. 4 and 5. Figure 3.13

shows the slide plate for cathead no. 4 which was foun~ some distance away

fr'lm the main assembly. A large bolt to which the sUde plate was attached

was bent severely. A similar deformation of the bolt was also noted at other

gantries (fig. 3.14). The diameter of the sheave ',,1hich was attached to the

sl,ide plate as well as others used for the hoist 'cable was 12 in (305 mm).

Figures 3.15 and 3.16 show the inside and QutsiQL legs of cathead no. 4.

All four legs remained straight and showed no sign of damage. As is seen in

figure 3.16 the cathead beam was severely -bent" However, close examination

showed no sign of buckling of the beam. It W&S concluded from this obser

vat~on that the beam wa~ bent after the collapse had initiat~d.
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The hoht cable used was 9/16 in (24 mm) 19 x 7 non-rotating wire

rope. Of thl~ total of six hoi~t cabl~s. one per cathead gautry. only the

cables for catheads no. 4 and no. 5 were broken. The cable for cathead

no. 4 was broken at a distance 408.5 ft (124.5 m) from the axis of the

drum hoist, while the cable for cathead no. 5 was broken at the hoi~t

end just above the dead-weight steel ball. ThE remaining four hoist lines

were draped over the tower foliowing the collapse. At both ca;heads no. 4

and 5 the hoist cable cut a deep groove in the shell. At c.athead no. 4.

the cable cut a 4 in (100 mm) groove (fig. 3.17) and at cathead no. 5 a

5 in (125 mm) groove. The part of the cable from the bucket to the break

age point was still attached to the bucket. Close examination showed

that the concrete bucket for cathead no. 4 fell to the ground with concrete

in it. Figu~e 3.18 shows part of the concrete which remained inside the

bucket. On the other hand. the concrete bucket for cathead no. 5 was found

empty.

The drum hoist whtch served cathead no. 3 and 110. 4 is shmm in

figure 3.19. Subsequent to the collspse. the hoist cable for cathead

no. 4 was played out for visual observation of the condition of the cable.

It was noted that the drum hoist was operational. As may be seen from

figure 3.19. the operator of the hoist sat insi~e the shed which housed

the hoist. In additic,n to audio cummunication with a "orker who was on

the top of the tower. the operator normally used paired visual markers on

the cable to judge the position of the material being hoisted. When the

painted markers on the cable passed over the wooden cross beams located

in front of the hoist. the operator reduc.ed the speed of the drum so (hat
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219.2 ft ( 66.8 m)

470,4 ft (143.4 m)

the final positioning of the material being hoisted could be handled

safely. On the hoist cable for cathead no. 4, no such markings were

noted.

Based on the measurements and the cable profile, it was determined

that the static line WELS l/2-in(13-mm) diameter 6 x 19 classification

wire rope. One end of the line was attached to the slide plate and the

other end was anchored at the ground level. As was mentioned in

section 2.4, the anchor point was moved as constructi~n progressed. It

was moved to the center of the tower on Apr.il 17, 1978, on the day

lift 25 was placed.

The lengths of the static line and the hoist cable for catheads no. 4

and 5 were measured. The measurements were taken by a professional surveyor

for catheaa no. 4 and by NBS personnel for cathea4 no. 5. They were:

Cathead gantry No.4:

Static line length

Hoist cable length

Catnead gantry No.5:'

Static line length 221.9 ft ( 67.6 m)

Hoist cable length ~ 408.6 ft (124.5 m)

The above lengths of the hoist cables were taken from the axis of the

drum to the top of the dead weight steel ball (fi~. 2.16). For the static

lines. the lengths were taken from the clevis which was attached to a con

crete hopper locat~d near the center of the tower to pivot point G of the

clevis which was attached to the slide plate of the cathead gantry (see

fig. 6.7).
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3.3 Interview Statements of Workers

During the course of the investigation of the collapse, many 3f the

workers at the Willow Island site were interviewed by OSHA personnel.

Based on the interviewed statements, the work Rr.hedu1e of a typical day

can be described as follows:

(1) At approximately 6:30 a.m., the carpenters arrived at the con

struction site. Immediate removal of various wedges and loosen

ing of formwork took place around the entire tower perimeter.

This operation was executed from the second working platform.

The plywood formwork was scraped, trimmed to the new desired

dimensions and oiled, and put back into place between the stiff

back channels. Simultaneously, laborers removed bolts from the

lower jumpform beams. These bolts were readily accessible from

the lower wor.king platforms 3 and 4 prior to upward jacking

of the scaffolding system.

(2) At approximately 7:30 a.m., the iron workers arrived at the

construction site and prepared bundles of reinforcing steel for

hoisting. Adjustments were made in the static line and the rein

forcing steel was hoisted to the top. The iron workers also

distributed and placed the reinforcing steel around the tower

perimeter from the top working platform.

(3) The field engineer arrived at the site at approximately

7:30 a.m. and aligned jumpform beams at 16 control locations.

(4) Jacking of the entire scaffolding and formwork system commenc~d

at about 8:30 a.m. Upon completion of jacking the lower jump

form beams were removed from the shell around the entire tower
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perimeter and raised manually to the top level. Formwork was

then repositioned and aligned for the new pour.

(5) At approximately 10:00 a.m., the first bucket of concrete was

boisted to the top level. During the hoisting of this first

bucket of concrete, the static line tension was readjusted.

The concreting operation began at catheads no. 4 and 5 and pro-

gresses in two directions toward catheads no. 1 and 6 where

the operation terminated. While concrete was being placed,

tying of reinforcing steel, jumpform beam repositioning, surface

preparation at the cold joint and grouting, curing agent appli-

cation, etc., took place and t~rminated prior to completion of

concrete placement. The remainder of the day, until approximately

2:00 or 3:00 p.m., was used for concrete placement for the entire

five-foot lift. Following placement of the concrete all workmen

r~tired and the process was repeated on the following day.

Just prior to the collapse, the following chain of events were described

by those who saw the collapse from the center of the tower.

(1) Shortly before the collapse, 1:he first bucket of concrete was

delivered to cathead no. 4 and emptied into Georgia buggies,

(2) Cathead no. 5 received its first bucket of concrete which was

also emptied into Georgia buggies.

(3) When the workers at the center of the tower hea~d a lQud cracking

sound coming from the di~ection of cathead no. 4, they saw the

second bucket of concrete was about two-thirds of the way to the

•top. The static line went slack. The'hoist operator for cathead
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gantry no. 4 also reported the loss of tension in the hoist cable

at about the same tilue. He then applied the brake on the hoi6~ lin~.

(4) Cathead no. 4 slowly fell toward the inside of the tower togetr:er

with the scaffolding. The collapse of 11ft 28 com~n~ed and it

appeared to progress toward cathead no. 5. Eventually, lift 28

peeled off with f~ilure radiating circumferentially in t~o oppo-

sit~ directions. All scaffolding and for~ fell toward the inside

of the tower.

(5) Those who were at the center of the tower took safety under the

concrete truck ramp. All workers who were on the elevated scaf

folding were killed in the collapse.
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4. LAB~RATORY INVESTIGATIONS

4.1 Introduction

The laboratory investigations included testing of conccete specimens

under simulated field conditions to esr.ablish the strength and stiffness

values of the concrete of lift 28 at the time of the colla~se. The results

are also used in determining the elastic moduli of concrete of other lifts

whlc~ a~e needed for computer analys~s of the shell (presented in chapter 6).

Because it was not possible to determine visually the operating condi

tion of several components of the scaffolding and hoist systems they were

examined in the NBS laboratory. TIley were also tested to determine thei.r

ultimate load carrying capacities. The components recovered from the

Willow Island site included Williams anchor bolts, two sections cf hoist

cables, a chain hoist and a grip-hoist. The results of these component

tests are used in evaluating any component failures which might have trig

gered the collapse. Examination of possible component failures is pre

sented in chapter 5. Laboratory investigations on concrete and testing

of each of the components are described below.

4.2 Cor-crete Tests

The purpose of the concret~ tests was to establish the compressive,

tensile and bond strengths and the stiffness of the concrete of lift 28 at

the time of the collapse. Although the results of field-cured standard

cylinde=s, made of ~he same concrete used for lift 28 and te~ted at 24 ancl

25 hr, respectively, were known (see table 4.5 a and b), supplementary tests

were np.cessary to establish the rate of stiffness development and rate of

gain in bond strength.
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Analysis of both the physical and chemical properties of the NBS and

OSHA samples were made to examine, first, whether these two samples con

formed to the standard requirements given in ASTM C 150 £4.1)21 and second,

whether the two samples had the same properties. The ASTM specified

2/ Numbers in brackets refer to references listed in Chapter 10.
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values, the test r~sults of Law Engineering Testing Co. 3 , and the test

results of the Cement and Concrete ~eferencc Laborato~, NBS, are given

in table 4.1. Except for the 7-day compressive strength of cement mortar,

other physical properties conformed to the ASTM requirements. It is to

be noted that while both samples showed a lower 7-day compressive strength

than the ASTM specified value, the NBS sample showed 16 percent greater

strength than the 7-day value of the OSHA sample. The difference is even

greater for the 3-day strength wherein the NBS sample showed 27 percent

greater compressive strength than that of the OSHA sample.

The properties of two cement samples were determined by the chemical

ana1ygis method given in ASTM C 114 [4.2]. The analysis was carried out

by Law Engineering Testing Laboratory. The results of the 'eNO cement

s~mple analyses are given in table 4.2 togc~her with the ASTM standard

requireme~ts. It is seen that although. the cement samples were essentially

of similar composition, both NBS and OSHA samples did not conform to the

ASTM standard requirements for Type II cement, in that the silicon dioxide

content of the samples was less than the ASTM minimum value. Therefore,

it may be concluded that, based on both physical and chemical properties,

the c<.ment obtained from the concrete supplier would not have met the ASTM

standard requirements for Type II cement. In addition, while the ci1emica.l

;:>roperties of the two samples compare weI!, a substantially greater com-

pressive strength of the NBS sample than that of the OSHA sample indicates

Ithat the strength of concrete -made of the NBS sample at early ages would

be greater than that of the OSHA sample cemenl.

3/ See Appendix C for the complete report~.
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Fly Ash

Table 4.3 shows the elemental analyses of fly ash of the NBS and OSHA

samples. The values listed in the table were obtained by means of atomic

emission and absorption spectrometry which was carried out by NBS. The

tabulated results suggest that the two fly ash samples were essentially

the same. The total contents of alumina, iron oxide and s~.lica in each

of the samples were calculated and compared in table 4.4 with the require

ment given in ASTM C 618 [4.1]. It is seen that both samples confo~ed

to the ASTM standard.

Fine and £oa~~~r~gate

Fine and coarse aggregate consisted of natural river sand and gravel.

Those obtained from the concrete supplier were visually compared with the

OSHA samples. No difference between the two samples was noted.

Water-Reducing Admixture

A water-reducing admixture is a material used for the purpose of

reducing the quantity of water required to produce concrete of a given

consistency. These admixtures increase the slump of concrete for a give,

water content. Some admixtures may also retard .t:he setting time of con-

crete.

The NBS and OSHA samples were compared by means of infrared spec

trophotometry which was carried out by NBS. The chemical composition of

the two samples as shown by the analysis indicates that the NBS and OSHA

samples were.essentially the same.

An infrared anaiysis of concrete constituents from a piece of con-'

crete of lift 28 was made to determine the amount of admixture used in

the concrete. this was carried out by the Portland Cement Association.
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The results of the analysis are given in Appendix D. The analysis revealed

that the amount of the water-reducing admixture used in the concrete was

about the sa~ as the amount specified in the concrete design mix specifi

cation. i.e •• 3 oz per 100 Ib (89 mL per 45.4 kg) of cement.

Air-Entraining Ad~~xtures

Air-entraining admixtures are generally used to improve the durability

of concrete exposed to cycles of freezing and thawing. The wor.kability of

fresh concrete is also improved. and segregation and bleeding are reduced

greatly. The NBS sample of the air-entraining ad~xture obtained from the

concrete supplier was compared with the OSHA sample by means of infrared

spectrophotometry. This analysis was carried out by NBS. The results

showed no significant difference between the NBS and OSHA samples.

4:2.2 Determination of Concrete Strengths and Stiffness

After having determined that,.except for possibly the cement. the

constituents of the concrete obtained from the concrete supplier by NBS

were essentially the same as the ones obtained by the OSHA personnel from

the same sour('.e shortly after the collapse, a laboratory test program was

initiated to deternrl.ne various strengths and stiffness values of concrete.

Included wp.re tests for compressive strength, pul~out bond stren~th and

modulus of elasticity.

Test specimens wece prepared and cured in an enVironmentally controlled

chamber. Temperature in the chamber was contr~lled to simulate the temper

ature conditions at the Willow Island site over the 24 hr period immediately

prior to the collapse. The chamber temperature was controlled u~ing the

data obtained from the Parkersburg.airport which is located about 5 miles

(8 km) from the Willow Island site. It should be noted that the airport
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is situated at an elevation of about 170 ft above the Ohio River on which

the tower was situated. TI;'e temperature variation prior to the collapse

based on the airport data ar,',d the temperature vai:iatlon used for curing of

concrete specimens are g:!.ven in figure 4.1.

The concrete was prepared in several batches using 2 ft3 (0.057 m3)

and 10 ft3 (0.28 m3) capacity mixers. The mix proportions were the same

as those reported for the lift 28 concrete (table 4.5). The mix propor

tions specified for one cubic yard of concrete were scaled down to match

the size of mixer. Prior to mixing, the components of the concrete were

prechilled for at least 18 hr in an ~nvironmental chamber at 45°F (7.2°C)

to simulate the temperature condition of the components for the lift 28

concrete at the batching plant. To dupHcate the mixing condition, hot

water was added for mixing. Table 4.6 gives the data on fresh concrete

~btained at the time of specimen preparation.

The following tests were performed.

1. Compressive strength test of 6 x 12 in (150 x 300 mm) cylindrical

specimens.

2. Bond strength tests using 8 x 8 in (200 x 200 mm) cylindrical

pullout specimens.

While several series of compressive test& were made to examine the

strength-gain characteristics, only one series was carried out for the

pullout bond tests. For the first 24-hr period after casting, all speci

mens were subjected to a simu~ated field temperature condition as described

above. Thereafter, the specimer,';,: were cured at 55°F (l2.BOC). For 28-day

test, a separate set of three comr~uion compression specimens were cured

a't 73°F (22.S0C). The actual tempel",ture of the concrete was r:.corded



periodically by means of a thermocouple inserted in a 6 x 12 in (150 x

300 mm) cylinder. The specimens cured in the chamber ,~ere tested at

0.5, 1,2,3,5,7,14 and 28 days.

Compressive Stren&th

The compressive tests were performed according to the procedure

described in ASTM C 39 [4.1]. Figure 4.2 shows the compressive test setup.

Deformation of each specimen was measured during the compressive test with

a compressometer such as is described in ASTM C 469 [4.1]. The results of

deformation measurements together with strength data were used to determine

the modulus of ela3ticity.

Figure 4.3 shows the results of the compressiv£ strength tests in

which the compreosive strength is plotted against the maturity of the

concrete. The tenl "maturity" expressed in units of "degree-day" repre

sents a simple function with which the combined effect of temperature and

time can be related to the ~ain in the concrete strength [4.5].

The NBS test deta, ?lotted a~ squares, are shown in the figure along

with the results of compressive tests carried Qut by the Ohio Valley

Testing Laboratory (OVT) and the Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory (PTL),

plotted as triangles, and the field test data of 6 x 12 in (150 x 300 mm)

cylinders for the lift 28 concrete, plotted as circles. The test specimens

used by the Ohio Valley Testing Laboratory and the Pittsburgh Testing Lab

oratory were made on May 2, 1978, at the Willow Island site using the

concrete delivered by the concrete supplier. These specimens ~ere field

cured for the first 24-hour period and thereafter, in 70°F (21.2~C) lime

water. The spec~mens prepared at the time lift 28 was cast we~e kept
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at the base of the tower for the first 24-hour period and subsequently,

moved to a lOop (21.l0C) fog room.

It is seen in figure 4.3 that the cylinder strengths of lift 28 agre-!

well with the OVT-PTL data. Comparison with the NBS data shows that at

early ages, the OVT-PTL data fall below the NBS data, while at later ages,

the OV1-PTL dat.a lie above the NBS data. This indicates that the rate of

strength gain represented by the two sets of data are different. The

results of the cement analysis discussed in section 4.2.1 suggest that

this difference could be attributed to a slower early strength ga i.r:

exhibited by the cement of the OSHA sample, ~hich was obtained on the

same day as the OVT-PTL specimens were prepared. Because the compressive

strength data of lift 28 ~ltched closely with the strength gain character-

istics of the OVT-PTL data, the OVT-PTL data were used in the analysis of

the shell. However, for the relationship between the compressive strength

.and the modulus of elasticity and the pullout bond strength. the NBS test

results were used because they were the only dat.a available.

~odulus of Ela~ticity

Frem stress-strain c~~ves of the compressive test the values of the

secant modulus of elasticity are obtained at the stress level of 40 percent
,

of the maximum compressive ,stress (0.4 f c )' The stress-strain relationshlp

cof concrete specimens tested at various ages together with the relationship

between the compressi,,':! strength and the modulus of elasticity is shown in

figure 4.4. In this figure, the secant moduli are plotted against the square

root of the compressive strength. A linear regression line is shown together

with a line obtained by using the ACI code equation [4.4]. In the analysis
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of the shell. different moduli of elast1lcity determined by the regression

line, for each lift were used.

Pullout Hond Strength

The testing procedure for the pullLout bond tests was essentially as

described in ASTM C 234 [4.1] excE:pt that only the slip of the har at the

free end was measured. Figure 4.5 depicts th~ test setdp. The test spec

i~en consisted of a 48-in (1.2-m) long no. 4 (1/2 in. 12.7 mm) deformed

reinforcing bar (ASTM 615. Grade 60) cast in an 8 x 8 in (200 x 200 mm)

waxed cardboard cylinder mold. FigurE! 4.6 shows the pullont specimen and

mold. The specimens were made so that the bar was bonded to the concrete

for a length of 6 inches (152 mm).

Figure 4.7 shows the pullout tesl: results in whicq the maKimum test

load observed is plotted .against the I;;quare root of the corresponding

compressive strength. The bond strength of the no. 4 bar obtained according

to the regression equation was used in the strength evaluation of the shell.

4.3 Anchor Bolt Tests

As described in ch~pter 3. specia~ anchor bolts were used to hold the

inside and outside jumpform beams together. separated by a constant distance,

prior to casting of concrete. After the concrete had set, although friction

existed bet1-leen the flaflges of inside i'lnd outside jumpform beams and thp.

shell, the bolts served as the only positive means of transferring all con

structio~ loads to the shell. The components of the anchor assembly are

shown in figure 4.8. The assembly consisted of two 3/4-in (19-mm) hexhead

bolts (ASTM A 494). two rectangular washers, two tapered threaded couplings

and a centerpiece threaded crimped rod. By adjusting the amount of inse.tion
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of the rod into the threaded couplings. the space between the two jumpform

beams was adjusted.

Two a~chor assembliea after tension testing to failure are shown in

figure 4.9. In both cases the fracture took place at the middle where the

crimp was present. The av'erage of bNO anchor assembly tests was 40,350

lb (179.5 kN). Because it YSS observed in the field that in many cases

the rod ~as fractured in the thread coupling through the net cross section

at the first thread. a specimen was tested in tension with the anchor

~ssembly embedded in a 12 x 12 x 12 in (305 x 105 x 305 mm) concrete cuhe.

The purpose of this test was to see whether the failure mode would change

if the anchor bolt were tested with concrete encasement. A photograph
"

showing the fractured part is shown in figure 4.10. As can be seen, the

male rod fractured through the net cross section at the first thread. The

maximum test load was 43.200 lb (192.2 kN). This latter test load indicated

that the strength of an unembedded anchor assembly would give a lower bound

capacity.

4.4 Hoist Cable Tests

Two lOO-ft (30.4-rn) hoist cables were obtained from the Willow Island

site. One section was cut from the hoist end of the cable. and another

from the OPPosite end of the cable wound on the hoist drum. The hoist

cable had a diameter of 9/16 in (14.3 mm) and was made of non-rotating wire

rope having two 19 strand layers.

For laboratory tests. ten 6-ft (1.8-rn) long specimens were prepared.

five from each of the two sections of cable (figure 4.11). Wire rope

sockets were attached to the ends of each specimen by means of molten zinc.
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~igure 4.12 shows the test setup for the tension t~st. Of the ten

specimens, eight broke within 2 ft (0.6 m) of one of the socket ends,

while the other two broke close to the micidle of the specimen. The

results of tension tests of the cables are given in table 4.7.

The tabulated values show that there is no significant difference

between the strength of the cable section which had been subjected to

continuous hoisting stress and that of the cable s~ction which had been

worked on the hoist drum.

4.5 Chain Hoist Test

A 2-ton (17.8 kN) capacity chain hoist was used in cathead no. 4

as part of the counterstatic line. The function of the chain hoist was

to adjust the length of the counterstatic line so as to ccmnterbalance

the force in the static cable and adjust the position of the cathead

gantry. Because any slippage ir. the chain hoist gear system due to over

loading could result in a continuous increase in the chain length and

subsequent dynamic instability of the cathead gantry. it was desirable

that the maximum strength of the chain hoist be determined.

The test setup shown in figure 4.13 duplicates the field ~ondition using

the cable slings and clevi.ses of cathead no.. 4. When the test load reached

15,310 lb (68.1 kN), the internal gear system fractured without the chain

slipping. The fracture of the gear system also shattered the cuver plate

of the housing of the chain hoist (figure 4.14).

4.6 Grip-Hoist Test

As shown in figure 4.15, the static line was anchored to the ground

by means of a grip-hoist~ By jacking the hand lever on the grip-hoist,

the static cable length and tension could be adjusted. Because any slippage
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of Lhe static line through the grip-hoist could cause cathead no. 4 to

become unstable the grip-hoist capacity needed to be determined.

Figure 4 .• 16 shows the tension test setup in which the grip-hoist was

placed between the head and platen of the testing machine with the static

cable attached to the lower end. At a maximum load of 19.100 lb (84.96 kN),

the hook on the lower end b~oke away from the housing of the grip-hoist

(fig. 4.17). Throughout the entire range of test load, no slippage of

the stati~ line was observed.
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5. EXAMINATION OF CONDITIONS OF CONSTRUCTIUN
ASSEMBLIES AT THE TIME GF FAlLURE

5.1 Introduction

The construction assemblies which collapsed into the tower may be

divided inte three groups: the hoisting system, the scaffolding system

and the formwork system. Because only 1.0 yd 3 (0.8 m3) of concrete was

delivered to the top of the tower at the time of the collapse. it is

reasonable to conclude that no appreciable forces were being exerted on

the formwork system. and that any local failure of the formwork system

would not have been possible. Therefore, this chapter examines possible

fa~lures of those components of the hoisting and scaffolding systems

which could have caused cathead no. 4 to become unstRble under imbalance

of forces. Examin&tion of Each critical component is supported by the

data collected from site investigations and, where applicable, by test

results.

5.2 Examination of Hoisting System

Figure 5.1 identifies the main components of the hoisting system as:

1- Hoist cable

2. Static line

3. Counterstatic line

4. Chain hoist

5. Cathead beam

6. Outside legs

7. Inside legs

8. Outs'ide support bracketb

9. Inside support brackets
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10. Slide plate assembly

11,. Static line anchor - Grip-hoist: (not shown in fig. 5.1,

see fig. 4.15)

FailuTe of any of the above items might cause a sudden shift of forces

which would create an unstable condition for Lhe cathead.

Hoht Cable

Two of the six hoist cables were broken. These were located at

cathead no. 4 and cathead no. 5. A comprehensive examination of the frac

turea area by the Federal Bur€~u of Investigation reported no kinking,

cr'ushing at' "bird caging" of POOle cable and other signs of dama£e Hhich

could have caused di'stortion in the cable structure.

As mentioned in section 3.2, both of these cables cut a deep groove

in the upper edg~ of the remaining shell, lift 27, indicatl~g ~hat they

were not broken until after the debris had started plummeting towards

the ground. It 1S believed that a substantial amount of weight must have

been hangb.g on the cable to cut the deep groove and that the break of

the cable followed the initiation of the collapse. The labora~ory results

indicated that the average breaking atrength of the cable of ten specimens

is 27,260 1b (121 kN). Even under an impact factor of 2.0 ~pp1ied to the

hoist load, a maKimum operating load which would be produced by the concrete

bucket and the attachments would be about 4,932 1~ (22 kN) (table 6.1).

Thus, it 1s reasonable to conclude that this small magnitude of the hois t

load, as compared with the breaking strength, could not have caused the

cables to break, and that the falling weight of the ~athead together

with the scaffolding system must have fractured the cable.
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Static Line

Examination of all six static cables during the field investigation

showed no sign of fracture along their entire length. All of the cables

were still atta~hed to the sliding plate at one end mld anchored to the

ground through a grip-hoist at the other end.

Counterstatic Line and ChaIn Hoist

The counterstatic line consisted of a set of two cable slings inter·'

connected in series by a chain hoist. As presented in chapter 4, the lab

oratory test revealed that the weakest link in the counterstatic line was

the chain hoist which had a maximum test capacity of 15,310 Ib (68.1 kN).

Because the test also chowed the chain hoist would fail in fracture

rather than by slippage in the gear system, it can be concluded that no

slippage occurred due to the hoist load. ~his conclusion Is also supported

by the closeness of the measured length of the counterstatic line in the

field (see sect. 3.2) witt. the computed value based on the rec0nstruction

of the cathead gantry configuration using the actual member sizes measured

in the field.

Cathead Beam

A cloDe examination of the cathead beRm of cathead no. 4 revealed

that although the two channels (ca x 11.5)comprising the beam were bent

at the mid~pan (fig. 3.16), they did not exhibit any signs of buckling

between the two cathead legs. This also agrees with a simple elastic

analysis of the channel section as a compression member. The computed

buckling load exceeded by a considerable margin the force produced by

the hoisting load with an impact factor of 2.0; 23.~ kip capacity vs.

3.58 kip load (104.1 kN vs. 15.9 kN).
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Inside and OUtside Cathead Legs

iigures 3.15 and 3.16 show the inside and outside cathead legs,

respectively. As discussed in section 3.2, examination of all four

individual legs showed no signs of damage or buckling. Support brackets

for attachment of the legs to jacking frames were still intac~. No weld

ing failure of the square tubular legs to the supporting brack€t was no~ed.

Slide Pla~e Assembly

The slide plate assembly supported the static cable and the inside

sheave of the hoist line. It could slide along a track attached to the

inside of the two-channel cathead beam. By turning the large bolt above

the beam, the position of the slide plate could be adjusted. As can be

seen in figure 3.13, the slide plate became detached from the cathead beam.

Judging from the bent shape of the bolt, the slide plate first separated

from the beam with the bolt still anchored to the clip angle which was

attached to the top flanges of the cathead beam. Subsequently, the down

ward force produced by the falling w~ight of the concrete bucket as well

as the debris weight on the hoist cable could have bent the bolt as well

as fractured the bolts which connected the clip angle to the cathp.ad

beam. However, the separation of the sliding plate from the cathead

beam is not unique to ~achead no. 4. A similar condition was also noted

at catheads no. 1, 5, and 6. Because they were buried under debris

it was not possible to ascertain the condition of the slide plate for

cathead no. 2 and 3. Based on this observation, no definite conclusion

could be reached as to when the slide plate for cathead no. 4 separated

from the beam.
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The possibility of the slide plate being hi t by the dead weipH: balls

(fig. 5.1), which were attached to the hoist end of the cable, was ,n'ami.ned.

The measured length of the hoist cable (see sect. 3.2 and 6.2) plo~"s the

position of the buck~t at about 60 ft (18.3 m) helow the cctheafj beam.

This agrees well with eyewitness accounts that the bucket was tW0 thirds

of its way to the top of the tower when the collapse injtiated. Therefore,

it can be concluded that. the bucket could not have hit the slide pLate and

caused it to separate from the cathead beam.

Static Line Anchor

As described in section 3.2, the static line was anchored to the

ground through a grip-hoist. This allowed adju~tment of tension in the

line. Laboratory examination of the grip--hoist which ancho~ed the "tatic

line for cathead no. 4 revealed that the two brass shear pins in the ratchet

mechanism were still in place. The shear p:L'LS limi t the amount of torque

that could be applied to th,::; grip-hoist to increase the tension in the

staticline. It was establishecl. from the manufacturer that these brass pins

shear off at a torque level that would induce a 3500-lb (15.6-kN) tension

in the static line. Conversely, if the tension in the static line is

greater than 3500 lb. additional tension could not be applied to the line

by means of torquing the ratchet mechanism. On the other hand, the gripping

mechanism in th~ grip-hoist h&d the gripping sapacity in excess of 19000 lb

(85 kN). Since the maximum tension force produced by the concrete bucket

at the critical locatjo~ is considerably greater than this force (4772 lb

VS. 3500 Ib) (see sec. 6.7), it can be concluded that the. tightening of the

static line through the ratchet mechanism could not have pulled the cathead

gantry inwards to initiate the collapse.
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5.3 Examination of Scaffolding System

As descLibed in cha?ter 2, the platform supports were attached to

jacking frames which in turn were supported by jumpform beam~!. The

jumpform beams were anchored to the shell by means of special anchor bolt

assemblies (see sec. 3.2). Because the flanges of the inside and outside

jumpform beams were interconnected by anchor bolts, the anchor bolts in

lift 28 could not be pulled out withc,ut either breaking the 3/4 in (19 mm)

hexh~ad bolt, breaking the crimp rod :>r tearing the flange of the jumpform

beams. Close examination of the jumpform beams to which the legs of

cathead no. 4 were attached revealed th~t there were no signs of excessive

deformation at the bolt holes. The minimum specified capacity of the hex

head bolt according t,) ASTM A 449 is 40,100 lb (178 kN) and the average

tensile strength of the crimped rod was 40,350 lb (179.5 kN) (see sec. 4.3).

Since the computed tension force produced in the anchor bolt assembly

by a combination of the loading conditions incIuding the hoist load with

a dynamic a~plification factor of 2.0 was only lL,220 Ib (71.2 kN), it was

concluded that the bottom anchor bolts in lift 28 could not have failed

prior to the collapse.

5.4 Summary

In the foregoing sections of this chapter the critical components of

the hoisting and scaffolding systems were examined with the support of field

laboratory test data. It was shown that each of the components did not

fail prior to the initiation of the collapse. Therefore, it may be con

cluded that the collapse did not initiate due to any component failure of

the hoisting and scaffolding systems. In the following chapter, the shell

will be analyzed to see whether its capacity was adequate to support the

superimposed construction loads.
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6. DEFINITION OF LOADS AND SHELL ANALYSIS

6.1 Introduction and Background Information

Criteria and rationale for the definitiol' of loads acting at the time

of the collapse are daveloped in sections 6.1 through 6.8 for use in the

analytical investigations of the shell presented in section 6.9. A total

of five ~asic sources of loading (load cases) and the manner of their dis

tribution on the shell are identified for this analyR1.s as follows:

1) weight of the tower - continuous

2) weight of the scaffolding - 96 ribs

3) live loads on the scaffolds - 96 ribs

4) weight of cathead assemblies - 12 ribs

5) hoisting loads - 2 ribs

Loads attributed to the weight of the tower are generated internally

by the shell analysis programs used in this investigation from the tower

geometry and unit weight of concrete prescribed in the input. The proce

dure for evaluating l03ds from the other sources cited above is discussed

in sections 6.4 through 6.7. Assumptions made with regard to dynamic

loacing in the derivation of loads are discussed in section 6.8. G~ometric

considerations for the definition of loadG and the mechanism for their

conversion into forc~s directly applied to the s~ie1l are discussed in

section 6.2 and 6.3, respectively.

The various steps used in the conversion of ext~rnally applied loads

into equivalent forces acting directly on the shell structure may not be

readily obvious to those having no prior familiarity with the construc

tion scheme used. Th~refore, some background information for the material

c0ntained in subsequent sections is in order.
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The scaled line drawing shown in figure 6.1 is a key sketch that

should assist the reader in understanding the construct.ion scheme used

at the Willow Island site. It represents a typical sectional profile

of the scaffolding, the cathead assembly, the static and hoist lines,

and the concrete bucket. The positiun of the bucket shown at the top

is that assumed at the time concrete is unloaded into Georgia buggies

(not shown) located on the top deck of the inside scaffold. The sketch

of the bucket shown by the dotted lines represents an intermediate posi

tion during delivery.

The hoist line rides over two sheaves suspended from the cathead beam

as indicated. On the outside, it continues on down to the ground level

(fig. 2.17) where it is wound around a hoist drum which controls its

movement. The hoisted loads (concrete bucket, bundled bars, construction

hardware, etc.) are attached to the inside terminal of the hoist line,

and, in addition, by means of a pulley mechanism (point K), ride on the

static line GKB supported at points G and B. The static line provide!;

stability against lateral movement during delivery of materials. The

hoisting loads exert a transverse pull and thereby induce a tensile force

in the static line. As hoisting of ~terials proceeds up from the ground

level, the tension in the static line increases to a maximum sooe~lhere

close to but below the halfway mark, gradually diminishes thereafter,

and vanishes entirely when the hoist line becomes ver.tical. At that point

the static line is r~ferred to as becoming slack (i.e., tensionless, or

stress-free) but without play.

To determine the hoisting loads acting at the tiMe of the collapse,

a brief note of explanation is needed aboet the situation just prior to
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the collapse. All reinforcing bars and various construction-related

equipment were delivered to the top. The first bucket of concrete

was delivered to cathead no. 4. Worker statements indicated that when

the first bucket: was delivered to the top, adjustments ill the length of

the static line wct'e made at the grip-hoist below (point I in fig., 6.2 

sec. 6.2j to remove excessive slack, if any, with the ass~stance (If the

worker who unloads the bucket at the top. Therefore, if the first

delivery of ~oncrete was used as a trial to adju~t (tighten) the static

line for subsequent runs, the force in that line would be higher during

the delivery of the second bucket of concrete to cathead no. 4. The

collapse, in fact, did occur during the second delivery. In thE: meantime,

the first bucket of concrete was delivered to cathead no. 5 and unloaded

into Georgia buggies. This bucket had not commenced its descent at the

time of the collapse, a situation which was established on the basis of

the field data (fig. 6.3 - sec. 6.2). No other hoist lines were in

oper~tion at the time of the collapse so that hoisting loadd (load

case 5) occurced only at the two ribs flanking cathead no. 4.

In section 6,7 t the hoisting loads at cathead no. 4 ar.e calculated

based on the assumption that the static line becomes slack when the bucket

reaches its unloading position as shown in figure 6.1, so t~at its stress

free length is represented by the solid line GKB. This assumption is

further verified by direct measurements of the length of the static line

0btained at the site after the collapse, and used in the subsequent

investigation of hoisting loads.

Referring to figure 6.l t it is noted t~at most of the externally

applied loads (load cases 2 to 5) are transmitted to the pair of opposite
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jacking frames present at each of the 96 rib locations (the exceptions

are discussed in sec. 6.3). The jacking frames transmit these loads

to the jumpform be~ms ~hich in turn transmit them to the concLete shell

through a series of i~terconnecting ~nchor ~olts. The cathead fo~ces.

including the weight of tIle cathead assembly (load case 4). and the forces

exerted ~y the static and hoist lines (load case 5). are transmitted to

the shell through the cathead leg support brackets attached to the jacking

frames. and through the counterstatic line which bears against a wide

flange beam and is attached to the lower diagonal as shown.

Before the analysis of construction loads could be carried out. it

was nEcessary to gather a substantial amount of information about the

construction scheme. including sizes. lengths and material compositions

of the various components comprising the scaffolding. hoisting and cathead

assemblies. All of this information was assembled through numerous site

investigations and laboratory testing of components recovered from the

wreckage. supplemented and corroborated by information from project

drawings and worker statements. The source and nature of this informa

tion is cited at the appropriate places in subsequent discussi0ns.

6.2 Geometry

To evaluate the hoisting loads on the tower, it is first necessary

to define the geometric configuration of the hoisting cables used for the

delivery of construction materials to the top of the shell at the cathead

locations (fig. 2.18). The cables of particular interest are those serving

catheads no. 4 and no. 5 where concrete was being hoisted at the time of

the collapse. Yae required information. was developed on the basis of data

obtained from the site following the collapse.
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Part of the field survey data is presented in figures 6.1 through

6.3.. FiW1re 6.1 is a sectional profile (through a vertical plane of

revolution) of the scaffolding and hoisting systems at a typical cathead

location. The scaffolding, jacking frames and jumpform beams occur at

each of the 96 ribs while the six catheads, including the static, counter

static and hoist lines, the skid board and the wide flange beam, occur

at equal intervals (every 16 ribs) along the circumference of the shell.

Each cathead is located between two adjacent ribs and transmits its loads

to these ribs through the counterstatic line (fig. 6.1) and two pairs of

inclined legs at the interior and exterior of the shell, respectively.

In plan. the hoisting layout for catheads no. 4 and no. 5 is shown

in figure 6.2. In elevation. the layout for cathead no. 4 (others are

similar) is shown in figure 6.3. These figures are helpful in visualizing

the mechanism for the delivery of materials to the top of the partially

completed tower shell where the casting operations for lift 29 were being

carried out. The lifting of materials at cathead no. 4 is controlled by

the hoist drum operator stationed at U. Starting from the drum, the hoist

line proceeds toward and around an interior sheave attached to sheave

block T on the ground. toward and around exterior sheave Q, up and around

the two sheaves suspended from the cathead beam and, before hoisting

commences. all the way down to a concrete hopper at B near center A of

the tower~ A stationary static line is attached to point G on the

cathead beam at the top. At the lower end, it passes through a clevis

secured to a concrete hopper at B, and terminates at grip hoist I which

in turn is secured to the grouna .•
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The space coordinates of, and distances betw~en, points given in

figure 6.2 were established by double triangulation for independent veri-'

fication of results. Note that the cathead is radially aligned (along AQ)

but the horizontal projection BG (shown dotted) of the chord of the static

line is not. Even though this introduces a horizontal force component of

the static line acting on the cathead beam in the diLection perpendicular

to the beam axis, its effect is not significant and has 'been ignored in

subsequent calculations of hoisting loads (sec. 6.7). In figure 6.3,

dimensions such as those along the cathead beam, the diameter and pivotal

distances of the sheaves, the lengths of the cathead legs, the location

of their bases relative to the shell, and the height of lift 28, were

obtained by direct meas~rement in the field and were verifi~a against the

drawings. The lengths of the hoist lines for catheads no. 4 and no. 5

shown in figure 6.3 were likewise ootained by measurement in the field.

They represent the length from the hoist drum U to the point of attachment

of the concrete bucket (point K in the figure). The cathead leg dimensions

shown are the projections of the actual lengths of the cathead legs which

are incliaed with respect to the plane of the figure. Likewise, line BG

in figure 6.3 is the projection of the chord length of the static line

which is inclined relative to the plane of the figure (i.e., point B lies

outside this radial pl~ne).

The results shown in figure 6.3 were obtained from the foregoing

data assuming the cathead beam to be level (see sec. 6.6 for explanation).

They define the coordinates of the top support points for the static

lines for catheads no. 4 and no. 5 as well as their chord lCllgths and

corresponding horizontal and vertical projections. They also indicate
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the positions of the concrete buckets relative to the respective catheads

at the time of the collapse, based on the hoist line lengths measured

after the collapse.

6.3 Mechanism of Load Transfer

It will be helpful at this stage to review the mechanism of load

transfer to the shell. Essentially, most items are connected ~o the

jacking frames at the ribs (fig. 6.4). The loads that are tran~mitted to

these frames are indi~ated in figure 6.4a and the points at ~hich they act

are keyed to the cross-sectional layout shown in figure 6.4b by circled

numbers. Forces Fl through F6 and moment M are reactions induced by the

weight of the scaffolds and live loads a.cting upon them. The connection

at point 5 is fixed and therefore capable of developing a a moment M.

As mentioned previously, these forces occur at all of the 96 ribs of the

shell. Forces Ap , AN' AZ~ Bp , BN and BZ are the cathead leg reaction

components on the jacking frames (as defined in fig. 6.8 and sec. 6.7) and

forces Pc and Qc are forces induced by the counterstatic line bearing

against the wide flange beam (see also figs. 6.1 and 6.4b). These forces

as well as force Fc in the couuterstatic line (fig. 6.8) occur only at the

six pairs of adjacent ribs where the six catheads are located (fig. 2.18).

For~es that are not directly transmitted to the jacking frameS may be

identified by reference to figure 6.4b. The only force directly applied

to the shell is transmitted through the roller at the lower end of the

exterior scaffold. The roller at the lower end of the interior scaffold

will tend to sway away from the shell so that no bearing force can be

expected to develop at that point. On the exterior of the shell, the

upper diagonal with the adjustable ratchet transmits, through connection
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B1 at the top, a force which may be resolved into components normal and

parallel to the shell. The n,~?mal component is transmitted to the ju~pform

beam while the jacking frame ~eceives the parallel component through a

pinned extension. Similarly, the lower diagonal to which the counterstatic

line is attached exert~ a force through its lower connection Fl' The ~or

mal and parallel components of this force are transmitted respectively to

the jumpform beam and tne jacking frame. In addition, the connection at

this point develops a horizontal pull normal .to the plane of the figure

due to the inclination of the counterstatic line with respect to that plane.

The jumpform beams receive forces through two sets of end rollers and

a pawl attached to each jacking frame (see fig. 5, appendix A). The pawl

is mechanically engaged to one of the lugs on the outstanding flange of the

jumpform beam. The rollers are free to slide along the flange but are

constrained against mcvement in the normal direction. The forces on the

jumpform beam were calculated by treating the jacking frame as a two-span

continuous beam on t~o exterior rQller supports and an interior pin support

(at the pawl) as inciicated in figure 6.4a.

Figure 6.5 identifies forces and cQuples acting on the outstanding

flanges of opposite jumpform beams at a rib. Points A through F (also

appearing in fig. 6.4a) define the location of the jacking frame supports

relative to the jumpform beams. The two exterior diagonals noted above

are connected to points E1 and Fl' Forces Fx ' Fy ' Fz and c~rcumferential

moment My are identified by reference to the local coordinate axes (x,

y, z) as shown. Check marks and zeros shown in tabular form indicat~

respectively those actions (force component or moment) that can or cannot

develop at each point. Actions F~ and My occur in opposite pairs as
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noted in the figure t and develop as a result of the in~lination of the

cathead legs and. counterstatic line relat:ive to the plane of the figure.

The final stage in the conversion of external loads (load cases 2

to 5) into equivalent actions applied d::'rectly to the ShE!ll leads to the

results tabulated in figure 6.6. The points of application of these

actiona. designated by the letters I. J, K and L (also appearing in

figure 6.5), are located on the middle surface of the shell. Actions

occurring at E and F (refer to fig. 6.5) are converted into their stat

ically equivalent counterparts and placed at K. Actions at FI are con

verted in a similar manner and placed at L. The resultants of Fy forces

and My moments acting on the cantilever portion of the jumpform beams

(points A, B, C, D and Bl ) are distributed equ~lly to the two anchor

bolts at I and J. The Fx forces at I and J induced by the forces acting

on the cantilever portic~ of ~he jumpform beams are calculated by treating

th~ anchors at these junctions as simple supports.

The preceding steps involve certain assumptions regarding the distri

bution of forces to th~ anchor bolts. For instance, the equal distribu

tion of Fy forces to anchor bolts at I and J implies that the jumpform

beams are axially rigid and no fr~ction can develop at the shell inter

face. The other extreme situation would occur if the axial rigidity of

the jumpform beams were negligible relative to that of the shell, in

which case. nearly all of the Fy forces from the cantilever portion would

be transferred to the top anchor bolt. In realitYt the axial stiffness

of the shell is many times that of the jumpform beams and therefore.

the actual distribution will be some~Ther.e between the two extremes with

the greater tortion of the force going to anchor bolt 1. However, ::'lie
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net effect of the two extreme assul!1)ltions on the results 01 the shell

analysis is not significant. In fact, after examining the combined effect

of all the assumptions made in the cDnversion of loads from the jumpform

beams to the shell, it was det.ermined that additional refinements will

not alter the conclusions of this investigation.

6.4 Weight of Scaffolding - Load Case 2

The scaffolding assembly, including formwork and steel joist support$

(fig. 2.5) is axisymmetric so that it transmits equ~l forces to the 96

peripheral ribs of the shell (fig. 3, appendiX A). The procedure for eval

uating the forces at a rib due to the weight of a repetitive scaffGlding

section (see fig. 6.7) is straightforward and involves nc major assumptions.

The weights of the individual components, evaluated fro'. dat:a on sizes and

material composition obtained from the site and the drawings, were placed

at the:l.r respective centroi.ds ano::,re indicated by vertical arrows in

figure 6.7 (arrows with notation are for otner load cases). These include

planks used for decking and supporting brackets, diagonals and straps,

Iormwork and joists, railings and posta, safety nets, hydr~ulic actuators,

lines and jacks, stiffhacks, jacking frames, jumpform beams and ~scella

neous other hardware. In the analysis, the junctions of the lower deck

brackets and suspended outer straps (fig. 6.7) were assumed pinned so

that with the exception of the rliagonally braced bracket at the exterior

of the shell (second deck from the top), the system was rendered stat

ically determinate. This bracket. together with the two diagonals was

treated as a pinned truss with one degree of redundancy. The final forces

on the shell resulting from case 2 loading are tabulated in figure 6.6.
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6.5 Live Loads - Load Case 3

Live loading consisted of the weight of 51 workers, reinforcin8 bars,

Georgia buggies, electrical and welding equipment, gas cylinders, water

drums, tools, grouting materials, fresh concrete, miscellaneous hoses,

wires, cables and other hardware. The live loads were applied equally

to the top decks of the interior and ext~rior scaffolds (designated by

PL in fig. 6.7) and were assumed to be uniformly distributed around the

periphery of the shell. After examining all the evidence at hand (field

observations at the Willow Island, W. Va. acd Berwick, Pa. sites. plus

worker statements), it ~as concluded that live load distributions other

than those assumed cannot be reasonably justi.fied so that large concen

tration of such loading occurring at anyone location, including in the

viciIl;ity of catheads no. 4 and no. 5, were ruled out. Furthermorl:, it

is noted by reference to figure 6.6 that the contribution of live loads

to the total load on the shell is relatively small so that variations in

live load distriJution will not significantly affect the shell analysi~

results. The procedure for evaluating shell forces induced by live loads

(fig. 6.6) is the same as load case 2 discussed in the foregoing section.

6.6 Weight of Cathead Assembly - Load Case 4

. The free-body diagram of a cathead in the radial plane is snowll in

figure 6.8. Without both the static and counterstatic lines acting

(ac G and C, respectively), the cathead assembly is rotationally unstable.

If, for any reason, tile 'static line were absent, the cathead could still

retain its stab~lity provided the resultant overturning moment due to

gravity loads about fictitious point 0 (point of incersection of cathead

legs a and b) is counterclockwise so t~at the counterstatic line is in
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tension. Using the values for. the gravity load components WI' W2 , W3 and

Wand their locations specified in figure 6.8, it can be readily shown

that the corresponding overturning moment is, in fact, counterclockwise

if the cathead beam is assumed to be in horizontal alignment. It can

also be shown that it does not take much backward tilting from this

level position (and this can be manipulated by means of the chain hoist 

fig. 6.7) to cause a rotational collavse of the cathead in the clockwise

direction (outward) in the absence of the static line.

Referring to figure 6.1, it is noted that, with the cathead beam

level, the proximity of the bucket to the top deck of the inner scaffold

is sufficient to permit unloading of the concrete into on-deck Georgia

buggies by means of a chute pivoted to the bottom of the bucket (see

figure 6.9 for chute detail). It shou:d be noted that the position of

the rocket relative to the deck can be controlled, in addition to the

chain hoist, ~y the special bolt on the slide plate assembly to which

the static Jine and the inside srleave of the hoist line are attached

(fig. 6.7). The position of this plate was established by measurement

of dimensions of the component parts found among the wreckage at the site.

The assumptions that the cathead beam was level at the time of the

collapse is based On the foregoing arguments and is further corroborated

by the alignments observed at the Berwick, Fa. sit~.

The gravity loads which are transmitted to the six pairs of adjacent

ribs at the six cathead locations around the shell are designated in

figure 6.7 (shown in parentheses) and figure 6.8. They cunsist of the

weights of the cathead legs Wl , W2 , W3 , the weight of the cathead beam

assembly W, which includes the weights of the sheaves, the weight cf the
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hoist line WH but not the hoisting loads, the weight of the steel skidboard

PSB~ the weight of the ~ide flange bea@ PWF ' and tension To in the static

line due to its own weight. It should be pointed out that tension To
,

depends on the stress-free length of the static line assumed. The cri-

terion used in determining this length as well as the corresponding cable

forces T, Fn and Fo due to hoisting loads (load case 5) are discusseo

in section 6.7.

Having established the cathead positio~ and cOt~onent forces of the

assembly, the correspunding leg reaction components at support.s A and B

(fig. 6.8) and the forces Fe' Pc and Qc tfigs. 6.4 ar,d 6.8) t:C'ansmitted

by.the counterstatic 'line were determined by statics. The final forces

on the shell corresponding to load case 4 are tabulated in figure 6.6.

6.7 Hoisting LQads - Load Case 5

vnce the geomet=y of the cable profiles are defined ':sec. 6.2), cable

falces and displac~ments induced by the hoisting loads can bf; determined.

To minimize the human cd'lnputational effort involvt!d, a comput(~r program

was developed for that purpose. The program is based on the rt~prese~tation

of the static line by the simple ~able model Jepicted in figurt 6.10.

The model assumes the static and hoist lines ta be weightluss (the

weight of these lines are considered elsewhere - see sec. 6.6). The hoi.:;!:

line is very nearly parallel to segmertt KG of the static line >Jher. the

bucket is about midway to the top (location for maximum tension in the

static line) and the program assumes it to be parallel so that forc~ FD

acts in the same direction as KG for all locations of point K. The :lnput

parameters are as defined in figure 6.10. The fixed input parameters

(the values of which are indicated in the figure) are chord length L,
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cuordinates Xc and YG of support point G relative to support point B,

and the cross-sectional area A Dnd modulus of elasticity E of the static

line. The variable input parameters are. position K of the bucket along

the static line as defined by chord length segments Ll and LZ' the normal

distance of that point from the chord as defined by parameter D. ann the

hoisting load WB• Two of the values used for WB were 2900 lb (1314 kg)

and 5800 Ib (2627 kg). They represent. respectively, the weight of the

bucket assembly and concrete (calculations shown in fig. 6.9). and twice

that weight to assess the effect of a 100 percent dynamic amplification

of hoisting loads on cable forces.

Figure 6.11 shows in notation form a partial listing of the l;quat ions

used for calculating the desired output parameters which are indicated by

asterisks. Not shown are the equations for calculating the cathead leg

reaction components Ap • Hp • AZ' BZ and tension Fc in the counterstatic

line (fig. 6.8), and a refinement introduced in the program to account

for changes in the output parameters resulting from the displacement of

support point G due to the elastic deformation of the cathead a.,,,e.llhly.

Note that so' the stress-free length of the static line, is an

output value. The program was used in an iterative fashion by adjusting

the input parameter D to produce the value of So that matched the true

stress-free length of the line. The true stress-free length 'is dis

cussed below.

The cathead leg reactions and the force in the counterstatic line

?re determined using the free body diagram of the cathead (fig. 6.8)

under the action of the static line force T,and hoist line forc~s FO

and Fo.The .cathead sheaves are assumed to be frictionless so that
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Fa = FD• By reference to figure 6.~, nnte th9t cathead l~g r~actionS

AZ .-lnd BZ are normal to the plane 01 the figure and occur in opposi te

pairs; reactions Ap an~ ~p act along projections a and h of the r~spec

tive inside an~ olltside cathead legs in the ;::>lane :>f tha f~r·;r"· ",.,,,

react ions AN aDiI BN a re ~lero because no intermediate loao:> (s:J<+ 3.S.

WI' W2 and W3) are acting in this case (refer to sec. 6.6). Thus, the

resultant cathead leg reactions are axial. Figures 6.12 and 6.13 should

further assist in visualization of the spatial configuration of the cat

head legs, the counterstatic line, and reaction components (also see

fig. 9, appendix A).

For a given location of point K (fig. 6.10). the program outputs

twn ~~ts of results. The first ~ct corresponds to the assumption that

point G is fixed in space. The second set is obtained by an iterative

process in which successive tdals are based on the adjusted position

of G corresponding to the ela~tic deformation of the cathead assembly

under cable forces from the preceding trial.

Figures 6.13 through 6.15 show the analytical formulations for

calculating the movement of point G attributed to the el&stic deforma

tion of the cathead assembly under the action of che static and hoist

li.ne forces. The expression for the displacement ~c of the counterstatlc

line under tension f c is derived in figure 6.13. In figure 6.14, small

rotational displacement geometry is used to develop the expression for

(XC' Yl), which represent the movement of point G. due to the e1ongation

of the counterstati\; line. The axial deformations of the cathead legs

are smallp.r than the elongation of the counterstatic line by about one

order of magnitude, and therefore, their contribution to the movement of
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point G is negligible. Figure 6.15 shows the formulation for displace

ments (XG, Yc) attributed to the flexural deformation of the cathead beam.

As in the case of the legs, the effect of the axial deformation of the

beam is neglected 80 that Xc is assumed to be zero. The total displace

ment (Xc, YG) then is obtained by adding the displacements due to the

elongation ~c of the counterstatic line at the top and flexural deforma

tion of the cathead beam.

In this case, superposition of tension To in the static line due tG

self weight 'and tension T caused by loads WE gives results that are not

appreciably different from the tansion in the static line (at support G

on the cathead beam) that would be obtained from a solution based on

both loads acting simultaneously. A more refined analysis was performed

for a few cases to verify this fact. The refined analysis considers

simultaneously the weight of the cable and the hoisting loads using an

approach similar to that advanced by Harrison [6.1]. 1be reasons for the

small difference between the two analyses are obvious. The distributed

weight of the static line (100 lb or 45.3 kg) is only about 3 percent

of the weight of the bucket (2900 1b or 1314 kg). In addition, with

sufficient slack in the sta~ic line (this was the case to enable unloading

of concrete at the top of the tower), differences in the results (tension

in the static line as well &.s tension Fo in the hoist line - fig. 6.8)

from the two al~e~nate procedures tend to disappear.

A glance at the results tabulated in figure 6.6 will indicate that

by far the major portion of the forces acting on the shell is produced

by the hoisting loads (load case 5). In particular, lension T in the

static line is the major 30u~ce of the bending moments in the shel.l (hoist
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line forces Fn and Fa = Fn remain nearly constant as T varies and balance

out so that they contribute mostly to axial loads Fy but not to normal

forces Fx - figs. 6.5 and 6.8). Tension T in turn is quite sensitive to

variations in the tautness (or, conversely, in the amount of slack) in the

static line. Thus, the criterion for estimating the actual stress-free

length of the static line at Lhe time of the collapse would affect signifi

cantly the results of the analysis.

As mentioned in section 3.2, the length of the static line of cathead

no. 4 (the line was recovered from the wreckage) was measured on two

separate occasions in the field. The measured lengths were within 2 in

(51 mm) of each other. TI1e average measured length, after deducting the

length of the portion from grip hoist I to clevis B (fig. 6.2), was

219.17 ft (66.85 m). Hith the bucket at the unloading position shown

in figure 6.1 and the static line assumed tensionlesG but without play

for that position, the stress-free length So is rep~sented by the solid

line GKB as shown. This length can be calculated from the space coor

dinates of points Band G (figs. 6.2 and 6.3) with the known position

of point K (the bucket is hanging vertically down). The computed length

is 219.19 ft (67.46 m), which is almost identical to the length Measured

in the field.

If a certain amount of play in the static line were allowed when

the bucket is at the unloading position, it would permit Workelti on the

top deck to manipulate the bucket or pull it in, if n~ed be, without

encountering resistance from the static line. However, even without

such resistance, a worker will have to exert a pull of about 400 lb

(1780 N) to bring the bucket in a distance of 1 ft (0.31 m). From the
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layout shown in figure 6.1, with the bucket at the unloading position,

it is apparent that concrete can be discharged without difficulty into

Georgia buggies on the deck by means .of the chute projecting inward

above the top rail. Thus, there is no reason to believe that such mani-

pulation with the uucket was necessary. Furthermore, if there were any

play in the static line at the discharge level, the line would become

slack below that level and the possibility of the bucket swaying and

impacting the scaffold while being pulled up would increase accordingly.

Conversely, with no play at the discharge position, the static line will

develop tension at lower levels and will pull the bucket away from the

scaffold thus diminishing the likelihood of severe impact.

The foregoing arguments led to the conclusion that t:le field mea-

sured length was the actual length being used at the time of the collapse

and, therefore, was adopted aG the basis fo= the stress-free length used

in the calculations of hoisting loads (load case 5) and the static line

tension due to self 'weight (load case 4).

The analysis of forces induced by hoisting loads leads to the results

tabulated in table 6.la. The results obtained by considering the elastic

deformation of the cathead were used to develop the forces for load case 5

tablulated in figure 6.&. For purposes of comparison only, table 6.1a also

shows computer results obtained by assuming support G to be fixed in space.

It should be noted that the forces in this table correspond to the location

of the bucket which produces maximum tension in the static line. This is

about 123 ft (37.5 m) below the cathead beam which is at variance with

the 60-ft (18.3 m) position estimated from the field data (fig. 6.3).

From manufacturer's specification and worker statements the speed at which
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the hoist line was being pulled in was estimated to be about 10 to 12

ft/sec (3.1 to 3.7 m/s). Hence, it appears reasonable to assume that

failure was initiated when the tensiorr in the static line was approaching

or at, its maximure, and during th~ next several seconds while collaRse

was in progress, it ended up at the 60-ft (18.3-m) mark below the cathead

beam.

Table 6.lh tabulates forces produced by twice the weight of the

bucket which 1s eqUivalent to 100 percent impact on the hoist load (or

100 percent dynamic amplification of the hoist loads). These values are

only used to demonstrate that distress conditions would not have occurred

in the mechanical system even if there had been reason to believe that

100 percent impact conditions were present (see chap. 5).

6.8 Other Effects

The posture adopted in the foregoing derivations was to use lower

bound values for loads in situations where they were not known precisely.

Hoisting loads, for instance, were treated as though they were stationary

because not enough information was avajlable to assess the inhe~eIlt dynamic

effects of the hoisting system used. The reasoning behind this approach

was that should such loads lead to structural distress conditions (which

turns out to be the case - see sec. 7), the distinct possibility of higher

loads having occurred at the time of the collapse will not change the

final conclusions of this investigation. ~he following paragraphs discuss

the assumptions made with regard to dynamic loading.
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Dynamic amplification of loads occurs as a result of construction

activities on the scaffolds (load casp, 2) and during hoisting of mate

rials (load Cl1f:1e 5). Dynamic amplification of lilre loads (load case 2)

is negligible because. for the most part, they are stationary and well

dispersed (see sec. 6.5).

Dynamic amplification of hoisting loads occurs principally as a result

of the initial acceleration of the hoist line to bring the bucket up to

speed from at-rest position on the ground. fluctuations in the speed with

which the bucket is lifted as the speed of the drum hoist varied. uneven

winding of the hoist line on the drum, or any other changes in speed made

by the hoist drum operator for whatever reasons during the bucket's journey

to the top. An increase in the speed of the bucket will cau~e a rise in

tension in both the static and hoist lines while a drop in speed will

have the opposite effect.

The dynamic loading condition inGuced by start-up acceleration

depends on how fast the bucket is brought up to speed and the damping

characteristics of the hoistIng system. This and the other factors

noted above could possibly produce substantial amplification of hoist

ing loads. However. not enough information is available to make a

qua,ntitative assessment of these effects with sufficient accuracy to

j uSt:ify their use as part of the basis for arr~.ving at the conclusion

drawn.

It should be pointed out that the path of the bucket Is curvilinear

and therefore. even when moving at a constant npeed. the bucket will exert

a transverse dynamic force (outward normal to the path) on the static

line. The path will be elliptic with foci at supports Band G (fig. 6.3)
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if the cable is inextensible and nearly so if it is elastic. Placing

the bucket at midspan, assuming a speed of 10 ft/sec or 3.1 m/sec (see

sec. 6.7) and using the equation of the ellipse yields an incremental

tension of about 60 lb (267 N) in the static line, which is negligible

compared with the 4772-1b (2l235-N) tension (table 6.1) used in this

investigation.

6.9 Analysis of Shell

An analysis of the cooling tower shell subjected to the construction

loads described in the preceding sections was made with SHORE-III [6.2J,

a finite element program developed for the stati~ and dynamic aaalysis

of axisymmetric shells. The cooling tower shell was discretized by a

series of curved ring elements, starting at the top of lift 28: Modeling

was consistent with the shell structure described in Chapter 2 of this

report. Detalls of the SnORE-III analysis and a verification analysis

using SAP IV [6.3] are presehted in AppendiX B. Construction loads were

applied to the shell model and the resultant maximum forces in the shell

were determined along with their location.

The finite ~lement model used in the cooling tower analysis is shown

along with an expanded view of the model for the top 3 lifts, in figure

6.16. The tower structure is discretized by a series of nineteen cloged

ring elements ~nd one open type element at the bottom which models the

column supports. In order to obtain better stress distributions and

properly load the tower, the top two lifts (28 and 27) were subciivj.ded

into eleven elements. The other element divisions were generally chosen

to account for either changes in shell thickness or changes in the modulus

of elas tici ty of the shell ma terial. Points for load application lyE! rl~
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located at the elevations in lifts 28 and 27 where the form system was

bolted to the tower. Figure 6.16 shows the elevations, radii, thickness,

and elastic moduli used for each element in the model. While the elastic

modulus remains constant for an element, the thickness may vary linearly

from the top to the bottom of the element as dictated by the shelL geometry.

Material properties (elastic moduli) used in the analysis were obtained

from the test data presented in chapter 4 of this report using the

~turity of the concrete in the various lifts on the day of collapse.

The construction loads presented in figure 6.6 are applied to the

shell model at the load points indicated as distributed line loads by

means of a Fourier Series. This distributed line loading technique is

depicted in figure 6.17 for the normal, meridional, and tangential forces,

Fx ' Fy and Fz ' respectively, and for the meridional moment My, The x,Y,z

coordinate system shown applies to the construction loads as described in

sectio~ 6.3 while the corresponding u, v, w system is the element coor.di

nate system used in SHORE-III.

The loading fUliction used in the SHORE-III analysis is developed by

first distri.buting the concentrated loads about the centerline of the

jumpform beam over 0.358 degree circumferentially (10 in or 254 mm at

lift 28) for load cases 2 and 3 and 1.875 degrees clrcumferentially

(4.J ft or 1.31 m at lift 29) for load cases 4 and 5. The 10 in (25~ mm)

distribution width is the surface contact length betweeu the shell and .

jumpform beam. This distributed'load is Lhen expanded in a Fourier Series

which applies the load at the required points around the circumference of

the tower for the particular construction loal case. The larger distribu

tion angle used in load cases 4 and 5 was chosen because it reduced the

number of Fourier series harmonics required to adequately define th~ loads.
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Ideally. ~ 0.358 degree distribution angle should have be~n used for all

cases. However. when the 0.358 degree dist~ibution angle was chosen for

load cases 4 and 5. 150 harmonics were required to produce a load function

with an acceptable shape. Increasing the distribution angle to 0.859

degree made it possible to generate a load function with acceptable shape

using only 56 harmonics; thereby. r~ducing computer time and cost by

about two thirds. A comparison analysis using both the 0.358 and 0.859

degree distribution angles showed that the maximum stresses differed by

only a few percent and the stress distributions were essentially the same.

Consequently. the compromise between d1.stribution angle and computer analy

sis time is justified. Figure 6.18 illustrates the loading function for a

normal force applied to the shell by the jumpform beams at a cathead.

This load would then be repeated at all six (6) cathead locations in load

case 4 to produce a symmetric loading condition.

The development of a convergent Fourier Series with only a few har-

monics was fcund to be a difficult task for load case 5 which is applied

only at cathead no. 4. This is because as the number of application points

decreases (two points or. ribs for case 5) the number of harmonics required

for a convergent series increases rapidly. In addition. the computer time

required for solution of a load case is related to the number of harmonics

in the series. An investigation of the stress distributions that occurred
r

in load case 4 where the six c.athead gaptry loads are applied to the shell

indicated that the internal shell forces of interest decayed rapidly to a

small value at approximately 200 from the cathead. The SAP IV verific~tion
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analysis also exhibited this stress distribution (see appendix B). !tltlS.

it was concluded that since ~he catheads are 600 apart, the loads applied

at a cathead have little influence on the internal forces at the catheads

on either side. Consequently, the loads for load case 5 were applied at

all six cat~ead locations instead of just at cathead no. 4.

The loading functions were developed for each cons~ructicn load

(case.s 2 to 5) and a separate analysis was made for each case. including

case 1 which was internally generated by the prC.JgraIl'. Sin~e SHORE-III is

a linear elastic finite element program, the princip:.·= ;)f superposit: ion

applies and the results for each load case may be c.::mbined algebraically

to find the resultant stresses for any combination of the construction

loads. The effect of using a line load with a dist~:·:i.butio\"l angle rathe·c

than a concentrated load is to predict stress magnitudes which are lo~er

than those that occur in the shell.

Table 6.2 presents the stress r.esultants in lift 28 at cathead no. 4

for the st:m of load cases 1, 2, 3,4, and 5 at e = 0° and 20
, respectively.

Figure 6.19 shows the sign conventicns for the respective stress resultants,

Values at e = 0° occur midway between the jumpform beams to ~lhich cathead

no. 4 is attas:hed v7hile the values at e = 1. 87SO occur at the meridian

along which thejumpformbeams are attached to the shell.

FigureR 6.20 through 6.23 exhibit the distribution of the meridian

stress resultant, N~, the hoop stress resultant, Na, and the moments. M~,

Me' with e for selected elevations in lift 28 (refer to fig. 6.17) for

the sum of load cases 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. Because they are symmetric

about the cathead, the distributions are shown for only ane side of the

cathead. It should be noted that ~he values of the meridional stress at

e = 1.875°, figure 6.20 and al~o table 6.2, increases significa~tly at
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e~evations of 165.121 and 162.125 ft (50.512 and 49.416 m respectively)

d~~ to the loads being applied at points I and J (fig. 6.6). The shape

". f the stress distribution for Nep about the circumference of the sh~ll.

figure 6.20. can b,~ understood by considering the way the loads are applied

to the shell. The loads prescribed in cases 2 and 3 are applied at each

rib and the resulting stress distribution is symmetric about each rib and.

furth~rmorei 1s identical between all ribs. On the other hand, the loads

prescribed in cases 4 and 5 are applied only at the cathead locations.

The stress distributions illustrated in figure 6.20 reflected the super-

position of these cases anu the stresses due to load cases 4 and 5 control

the shape of the distributions shown. The hoop stress, Na• as seen from

figure 6.21 is highest at the top of lift 28 and decreases with decreasing

ele~!ation. Finally. the maximum values for Nep and Ne occur near the top

bolt in lift 28 at the jumpform beams on either side of cathead 4. A

i:,~lative maximum for Net> occurs near the bottom bolt in lift 28 at the

j\.mlpform beams. The maximum moments M~ and He also occur at the location

of the jumpform beams. (e = 1.875°) with He a maximum near the top of lift

28 and Mep a maximum near the bottom of Ii! t 28 aR shown in figs. 6.22 and

6.23.
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7. INTERPRETATION OF SHELL ANALYSIS

7.1 Introduction

The overall safety and the reliability of the construction methon

used at the Willow Island site depend on the integrity of the partially

completed shell structure to resist all construction loads. This

demands that sufficient strength ~lst be developed in the previously

cast shell so that the structural resistance exceeds the construction

load effects by a reasonable margin of safety. Obviously, the shell did

not have adequate strength to resist the applied load. In order to deter

mine to what extent the applied load effects exceeded the capacity of the

shell, the results of the analysis of the shell at a number of critical

locations are compared with the resistance values determined by applying

existing strength theories. It should be ~ointed out that no dynamic

amplification of the hoist load was included in the shell analysis.

Dynamic amplification is known to exist in hoisting systems such as the

. one used at the Willow Island site, and inclusion of the dynamic effects

would have increased the forces in the shell over those determined in

this report.

7.2 Strength of the Shell Under Combined Axial Load and Bending Moment

For a given cross section and reinforcement, an interaction diagram·

such as the one shown in figure 7.1 can be constructed in terms of ulti

mate axial forces as ordinates and ultimate b~nding moments as abscissa.

For various comhinations of axial forces and bending moments, the inter

action curve defines a faJ.lure ~nvelope in that all points lying on and

outside the interaction curve constitute failure. On the other hand,

combinations which fall within the area bounded by the interaction curve
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represent a safe condition. In this section a number of cross sections

in ~he critical region of the shell are examined using the interaction

diagrams. It was shown previously in the analysis of the shell that

maximum forces in lift 28 would occur in the vicinity of the t~o ribs

where the legs of cathead no. 4 were positioned. This critical region

includes the section between tte two ribs as well as the immediate

vicinity along the ribs.

In developing the interaction diagrams for the critical cross

sections, a shell section of unit width (1 ft) was treated as a rectan

gular column. In an actual shell element the forces and moments occur

in adjacent cross sections parallel and perpendicular to the meridian.

By treating a shell element as a column-like element, the forces and

moments in each direction are dealt with separately. Any effect on the

compressive str~ngth of concrete due to biaxial compress.ion is small [7.2].

Furthermore, the forces acting normal to the reinforcement have little,

if any, effect on the stress that can ba developed in the reinforcement.

Thus, the treatment of a shell element as an uniaxial element is consiaered

a reasonable and expedient approach.

The cross sectional dimensions of the ~hell s~ctlons used for del~r

mining interactIon diagrams are shown in figure :.2. The vertical ~;ectton

has two.no. 4 bars and the horizontal section has two bars with an equiva

lent steel area for a l2-inch (305 rom) wide cross Section. The actual

shell cross section in lift 28 had #4 vertical bars spaced at 8.7 in

on center (220 mm) on each face and #4 horizontal bars spaced at 12 in

(305 mm) on center on each face (see fig. 2.2).
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Because the strength-gain characteristics of the lift 28 concrete as

shown oy the tesults of cylinder tests were significantly different from

that of tne NBS specimens (fig. 4.3), it was decided to use the lift 28

test data to e~timate the concrete strength. The strength of concrete at

the time of the collapse, approximately 20 hr after placement of concrete

(sec. 4.2), is estimated to be 220 psi (1.52 MPa) based on the results of

24 and 25 hr tests, 283 psi (1.95 MPa) and 299 !lsi (2.06 MPa), respectively

(Table 4.5 a and b). The procedure followed to establish the concrete

strength is shown in figure 7.3. It is seen that a linear interpolation is

made between the time of set (6 hr) and the time when the field cured

cylinders were tested. The ti~e of set was established by the expurimental

results with cement mortar, with consideration given to the inclusion of

flyaph and water reducing admixture in the lift 28 concrete. Approximately

the same value of the compres$ive. strength can he obtained from the

strength-maturity plot shown in figure 4.3 with a value of 43 degree F

days being the maturity at the time of collapse. It should be pointed

out that the actual concrete strength ~t the top of lift 28 could have

been lower than 220 psi (1.52 MPa) due to the temperature condition of

lift 28 was different than that of the test cylinders which were cured

on tI"!{"; ground level and due to the rise of free water to the top of the

wall both cf which tend to lower the concrete strength. If these factors

were taken into consideration, the concrete strength could have been as

low as 200 psi (1.38 MFa) rather than 220 psi (1.52 MPa). However, in

the evaluation of cross-sectional strengths, 220 psi was used.

The rei.nforcing steRl must be embedded adequately in the concrete to

develop its yield strength. The length of embedment required to develop
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yield is proportional to the square root of the strength of concrete.

According to ACI 318-77 [4.4]. at a strength level of 220 psi (1.52 MPa)

the embedment length for a no. 4 bar in compression is 40.5 in (1029 mm).

Because the ACI code requirement incorporates a 25 percent increase in

embedment length over that required to develop yield [7.1]. the value

obtained from the ACI code should be reduced by 25 percent to reflect

the actual needed embedment length. Thus. the corrected compression

embedment length for a no. 4 bar becomes 32.4 in (823 mm).

The nBximum amount of stress that can be developed in the steel was

computed based on available length of embedment. The bars in the circum

ferential di.rection. which are in compression. could develop full yield

strength of 60 ksi (414 MPa) except at lap splices. At the locations

where lap splices occur the maximum stress that can be developed in the

bar is limited by the length of splice. For the splice length of 22 in

(559 mm). which was provided for no. 4 bars (fig. 2.2). the maximum com

pression stress in the steel is limited to 60 ksi x 22/32.4 - 40.7 ksi

(281 MPa). For the bars in the meridian direction the available length

of embedment varies depending on the distance from the top edge of 11ft 28

to cross sections being considered. For a cross section located 32.4 in

(823 mm) below the top of lift 28. the steel can develop to yield (60 ksi.

414 MPa). Under combined bending moments and axial forces. some bars

. were in tension. For these bars embedment length of 28.8 in (732 mm) was

ccmputed using the pullout test results. However. at all locations where

the tension embedment length would be a governing factor. the magnitude

of these moments and axial forces are relatively low and their combined

effects fall well within the interaction diagram.
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·For the shell cross sections of unit width shown in figu~e 7.2 and

using tha limiting concrete and steel str~sBes described above, interaction

diagrams for axial load and bending moment are obtained for critical loca-

tiona in lift 28 (fig. 7.4). In developing the interaction diagram. it

was assumed that the crushing strain of concrete is 0.003 in per inW and

that the reinforcing steel has an elastic-perfectly pla(ltic stress-strain

relationship with a nominal yield strength of 60 ksi (414 MPa).

Figure 7.5 shows an interaction diagram for" a cross section resisting

meridional forces (hereafter referred to as the horizontal cross section)

for all cross sections 32.4 in (823 mm) below the top of lift 28. Below

this point a sufficient embedment length is available for the vertical

bars to develop yield. In lift 28 the meridional fort:~e and bending moment

are maximum at cross sections along a line through points BAB as shown in

figure 7.4. Maximum force and moment combinations for cross sections along

this line are plotted in figure 7.S in which the point corresponding to

location A is shown as a square and the point corre~>ponding to location B

as a circle. It is to be "noted in this figure that at both locations the

cross section is controlled predominantly by bending moment. Because the

cathead gantry loads are supported"at the rib locations. the bending moment

is substantially greater at this location than a~ the center of the panel.

exceeding the capacity of the shell cross section. This indIcates that a

compression failure of concrete would initiat~ at the inside of the shell

~ "

In rectangular beam tests, strains 0.003 to 0.004 have been measured
near maximum load carrying capacity. Many tests of beams and columns
have shown that R satisfactorily accurate prediction of ultimate
strength can be made using the crushing strain of 0.003 [4.4]. Limited
test data arc available for concrete strength of 220 psi (1.52 MPa).
However. a more accurate determination of the concrete strain at
maximum reoistance was not made in this investigation because the
effect on the interaction diagram i~ not large.
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at the rib locations and propagate along the circumference at a distance

1 ft (0.3 m) above the bottom of the panel.

The locations of lap splices of the horizontal bars were not known

for the cross section resisting hoop forces (hereafter referred to as the

vertical cross section). Renee, two interaction diagrams were prepared

depending on the maximum stress that can be developed in the steel. If

lap splices of the bars are a sufficient distance away from a section

being considered, the steel can develop yield (60 ksi. 414 MPa). For

cross sections where lap splices occurred, the maximum stress that can be

developed is limited by the length of the splice (40.7 ksi, 281 MFa).

The interaction diagrams obtained using these two steel stresses are shown

in figure 7.6. These diagrams give the combinations of the hoop force

and bending moment for failure of the cross section. In lift 28, the hoop

force and associated bending moment are maximum at locations C and D. They

are plotted on the interaction diagram for these sections in figure 7.6

in which the point corresponding to location C are shown in square and the

corresponding to location D in circle. It is seen in this figure that with

point D lying considerably 'outside of the interaction curve a compression

failure of concrete at the top of the shell would take place at the rib loca

tions, points D, due to combined effect of high moment and axial force with

or without the presence of lap splices. At the center of the panel, the

shell section is subjected predominately to axial force.

7.3 ,Strength of Shell Under Shear

In the presence of axial compression the shear capacity of a rein

forced concrete section increases. This complex interaction between shear

and axial compression is not fully understood. In the ahsence of a suit

able means of determining the shear strength of a shell section, the
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expressions '1" the ACI code [4.4] are used for insight into the strength

of the shell in shear. Those e~ress1ons are:

( N ) ~l.-dVc - 21+ u
2000 Ag

.
and not greater than

Vc '" 3.5~l Nu ...[ff bd+--500 Ag

where

Vc nominal shear strength provided by concrete

Nu · axial normal load to cross section

Ag ~ gross area of section

f~ ~ compressive strength of concrete in psi

b width of section

d distance from extreme compression fiber to centroid of
ten~ion reinforcement

Radial shear values in the vertical and horizonal cross sections of

elements at the top of lift 28 are given 1n table 7.1 together with cor-

responding shear capacities computed in accordance wIth the above formulas.

It may be seen in the table that the radial shears in the vertical and

horizontal sections (Qe and Q~) are very high at the top of lift 28 along
-

two ribs, while the radial shears at the center of the panel are either

zero or very emaIl. The radial shear in both the vertical and horizontal

sections in the region near the top of lift 28 along the ribs, points D in

figure 7.4, exceed those values computed by the formulas. Although the

calculated sheaT values uay be influenced by the distribution of concen-

trated loads along a line, as discussed in section 6.5, this clearly indicates

that relatively high radial shear forces were present in this region of the

shell.
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7.4 Probable Mode of Fai~

It ~as shown in the previous sections that maximum stresses occur in the

region Qf the panel bounded by the two ribs where cathead gantry no. 4 ~as located.

The analysis 8ho~ed that a compression failure of concrete would have initiated

in lift 28 along the circumference of the shell at a distance 1.0 ft (0.3 m) above

the bottom of lift 28, the line through points BAR in figure 7.4. In addition.

because belth the large hoop feTces and moments along the ribs, a band cf the

comprassion failure would also have spread along the rib of the panel. The

presence of high radial shear in the panel could have further weakened th('. shell

where coml:lination of high axial loads and moments occurred and could have ini tlat

ed the fa:Llure before the capacity in axial forces and moments was reached.

Therefore, it umy be concluded that the failure of lift 28 resulted

from inadequate strength of the shell section where cathead no. 4 was

located to resist the applied construction loads. The failure was brought

about by compreasiv~ crushing of the concrete due to combinations of

~xial forces and moments, and/or cracking due to the high radial shear •
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8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

As a result of the cooling tower construc~ion collapse at Willow

Island, West Virginia, the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) was requested

by the Occupational Safety and Health Adminir-tration (OSHA) to carry out

a detailed study aiming at the determination of the most probaJle cause

of the collapse. In response to this request, NBS has undertaken a compre

hensive field investigation, laboratory tests of construction assembly

components an~ concrete specimens, and chemi~al analyses of concrete.

In addition, ~1thematical models of the tower were prepared and analyzed

by computer usi~g shell analysis program. The findings presented in this

report are based on the results of these fieln. laboratory and analytical

studies with other information such as structural dra\-lings of the tower

and OSHA case records.

1. A.t the timl~ of £,dlure the concrete bucket was in transit

from the base of the tower to cathead no. 4. 1he measured

length of the hoist cable indicated that the bucket was about

60 ft (16.4 m) below the cathead beam. This also agrees with

eyewitness accounts •. Therefore, it is believed that the con

crete bucket did not hit the cathead to cause it to f3il.

2. Although the hoist cables for catheads no. 4 and 5 were broken,

field observations and the laboratory te~t indicate that the

breakage of the cables occurred after the onset of collapse

of lift 28. /hus. the breakage of the cables did not trigger

the failure.
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3. Field and laboratory investigations revealed that the major

components of the hoisti~g, scaffolding and formwork systems

did not fail prior to the collapse. Thus, the collapse did

not initiate due to any component failure of these systems.

4. Based on the results of field cured cylinder tests, the com

pressive strength of concrete of that part of lift 28 where

cathead no. 4 was located was estimated to be about 220 psi

(1.5~ MFa) at the time of the collapse.

S. The analysis of the shell as well as eyewitness accounts

indicated that the collapse initiated in lift 78 at the ~rea

where cathead no. 4 was located. The analysis showed that

calculated stress resultants at several points in this a~ea

equaled or exceeded the strength of the shell in compression,

bending and shear. Failure at any of these points would have

propagated causing the collapse of lift 28.

6. These results of the analysis indicate that the most probable

cause of the collapse was due to the imposition of construction

loads on the shell before the concrete of lift 28 had'gained

adequate strength to support these loads.
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Table b.l Physical Properties of Type II Ccm~nt Samples

ASTM C-1SO Law Engineering Testing NBS
Physical Data

NBS Sample OSHA Sample NBS Sam~le OSHA Sample

l- Air Content Max. 12 7.4 7."- ---- ----
(% by v:>h!Ill~)

2. Fineness,* min. 2800 3710 3720 3788 3750

I
(sP2CiflC surface

Iem /g)
iI 3. Compressive Strength

I of mortar,** psi (HPa)

i 3 days 1500 (l0.3) 2140(14.8) 1680 (11.6) --- ----

7 days 2500 (17 .2) 2200(15.2) 1900 (13.1) _."-- ----

Time of setting ***
(Gilmo"", Test)

2 hr 49 min I I,
Irdtial Set Not less than 1 hr 3 hr 10 min --- f ---
F~nal Set Not more than 10 hr 4 hr 45 min I 4 hr 50 min --- ----

-. -

* ASTM C 204 [4.2]
** AS1l1 C 109 [4.2]
*** ASTM C 266 [4.2]

Preceding page blank



1",1, > ". I. themical Properties of Type 11 Cement

,-~---

ASTM Wet Chemical Analysis
Chemical C 150
Eleme.nts NBS Sample OSHA Sample

%' % %
.._---

S1.l1con Dioxjde Min" 21.0 20.6 20.0

Aluminum Oxide Max. 6.0 5.3 5.2

Fe~ric Oxide Max. 6.0 3.0 1 3.9

Calcium Oxide -- 64.1 63.5
I

Magnesium Oxide Max. 6.0 2.4 2.1

Sulfur Trioxide Max. 3.0 2.1 2.0

Total Alkalies -- 0.38 0.44

Loss on Ignition Nax. 3.0 1.2 1.6

Insoluble Residue Max. 0.75 0.22 0.25

Tricalcium Silicate -- 60 60

Dicalcium Silicate -- 14 12

Tricalcium ALuminate Hax. 8.0 7.1 7.1

Tetracalcium ~1umioferrite -- 9 12

-
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Table 4.3 Element Analysis of Flyash

NBS Sample OSHA Sample

Element (i n i.) (in %)

Aluminum 12.8 11. 3

Boron 0.05 0.05

Bari tm1 0.15 0.20

Carbon 0.50 1. 30

Calcium 2.00 3.00

Chromium 0.01 0.01

Copper 0.01 0.Q1

Iron 9.8 10.5

Potassium 2.00 2.00

Lithium 0.l5 0.12

Magnesium 2.00 2.00

Manganese 0.05 0.05

Sodium 0.30 0.30

Nickel 0.01 0.01

Rubidium 0.01 o.olJSilicon 20.9 20.7

Strontium 0.07 0.10
. .

Titanium 0.50 0.50

Table 4.4 Chemical Composition of Fly Ash

NBS Sample OSHA Sample ASTM C 618

Aluminum Oxide 24.1 21.3 --
Iron Oxide 14.0 14.9 --
5i licon Dioxide 44.6 44.2 --

Sum 82.8 80.5 70.0
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Table 4.6 Data on Fresh Concrete

Range Average._-
1- Unit Weight of Concrete 140 •5 - 144. 4 143.1

lb/ft3 (kg/m3) (2251 - 2313) (2292)

2. Slump 6 - 9 7.4
in (mm) (152 - 229) (188)

3. Air Content 4.5 - 5.9 5.1
%

4. Temperatlire of Concrete 66.3 - 66.9 66.~at the Time of Pour (17.2 - 20.6) (l9~l)
OF (OC)

Table 4.7 Results of Tension Tests of Cables

Hoist End Section Drum End Section

1 28.53 kip (126.91 kN) 26.55 kip (fI8.1O kN)

2 26.82 (119.30) 27 .00 (120.01)

-
3 27.20 (120.99) 26.20 (116.54)

4 27.75 (123.44) 27.45 (122.10)

5 27.40 (121.88) 27.78 (123.57)

·~oo kipAverage 27.54 kip (122.50 kN) (120.01 kN)
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Table . , ··.',:.i ?orces and Reactions Induced by Hoisting Loads 
" "1,' case 5),----------- ..----

(b)

1-------..... --- -----------+----------------1
Impact Factor 0% 100%

s
ft ~m)

W
1b ~kg)

~------+-------------1--------------1
I 29GO 5800 II (1315) (2630)

, .. ··-----21-9-.-1-7-------+---·--2-1--9-.-17·-------j
(66.80) (66.80) I

,--------!---------------+------------_.-..
Condition of
Support G Fixed Elastic FiKed Elastie

~I--------4---------------4-------------- ._-_....-

----_._------------'------

F
lJ

Ib (N)

T
Ib (N)

A
Ib P(N)

Bp
Ib (N)

I HZ

l
Ib (N)

L1

l
ft (m)

L i

ft -em)

---------'

2460.14
(10943.24)

5378.64
(23925,37)

11311.67
(50316.80)

18630.78
(82873.81)

296.91
(1320.72)

3453.00
(15359.70)

57.71
(256.71)

95.0
(29.0)

123.5b
(37.66)

2451.69
(10905.66)

4772.26
(21228.06)

10131.61
(45067.63)

16~3.27

(752.33.95)

496.14
(2206.94)

3134.69
(13943.79)

96.44
(428.99)

100
(}0.5)

118.5'6
(40.41)

4928.35
(21922.31)

8860.59
(39413.85)

18760.19
(83449.45)

31858.23
(141712. 1+1 )

1213.33
(5397.15)

5904.57
(26264.83)

235.84
(1049.07)

95.0
(29.(1)

123.5(,
p7.(6)

4931. n
(21937.42)

7670.59
(34120.47)

16339.25
(72680.50)

28461.90
(126604.79

1602.59
{7128.67)

5275.1(,
(23464.1)1)

3Ll.)~

(1385.67)

100
(30.5)

U8.56 I

C40.41).J
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Table 6.2a Stress Resultants in Lift 28 for Sum of Load Cases
at Angles of 0 and 1.875 Degrees

~_Load Cuges: 1 2, 3, 4, 5 e - O·
,.....--..

Point of Top N. Ne Ne• M. Me n Q':
I

Load of
~~

App1icat1(,n Location Element Node k/ft k/ft k/ft in-k/ft in-k/ft k/:t kIlt

-'-
TL 28 1 1 0.000 -27.11 0.0 0.000 -2.449 0.0000 J.O

I 2 2 0.034 -25.81 0.0 1.912 -1.255 0.1)2')5 0.0
K 3 3 -0.047 -22.'15 0.0 8.804 -3.632 0.7103 O.V

4 4 -0.114 -18.64 0.0 23.532 -7.699 0.9382 0.0

5 5 -0.127 -14.94 0.0 36.840 -10.286 0.9345 0.0

l L 6 6 -0.099 -11. 72 0.0 47.892 -11.707 0.6083 ('.0
J 7 7 0.023 - 9.46 0.0 54.312 -11. 3/.4 0.9559 0.0

TL 27 8 8 0.102 -13.18 0.0 60.768 -24.696 0.4627 0.0
I

Point I)f Top N. Ne Ne• H. Me Q. Q
8 I

Load of
Applicadon Location Element Node k/ft k/ft k/ft. in-k/ft in-k/ft k/ft k/ft

TL 28 1 1 -0.001 -31. 91 0.000 0.000 -76.416 0.000 4.3880
I 2 2 -5.341 -28.28 -1.122 -8.732 -81. 792 8.594 1.4400
K 3 3 -3.644 -22.59 -1.276 18.492 -62.628 4.707

-::~~i;J4 4 -1.869 -17.64 -1.362 35.400 -34.080 3.234
5 5 -0.814 -13.97 -1.671 49.908 -13.788 3.074 0.1768

L 6 6 0.374 -10.94 -1.343 70.644 3.307 2.322 -1. 5720
J 7 1 -3.811 - 9.06 -0.792 89.520 13.704 -3.506 -0.5855

TL 27 8 8 -2.012 -12.28 -1. 387 62.556 5.300 -1. :26 1.6810
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ltl. ~:re~s Resultants in Lift 28 for Sum of Load Cases
_: Angles of 0 and 1.875 Degrees

B - O·

--, !

I
,

Point of Top I
N. Ne Net M. He Q. QO

Load of i
Application Location Element Notle KN/m K}lfm KN/lll KN-m/m KN--m/"ill KN/m KN/m

TL 28 1 1 0.002 -395.7 0.00 0.000 -0.90B 0.000 0.00
I 2 2 0.493 -376.7 0.00 0.708 -0.465 0.431 0.00

l.
K 3 3 -0.679 -335.0 0.00 3.263 -1. 346 10.3GB 0.00

4 4 -1.667 -272.1 0.00 8.721 -2.853 13.694 0.00
5 5 -1.858 -218.1 0.00 13.653 -3.811 13.640 0.00

L 6 (i -1.438 -171.1 0.00 17.749 -4.339 12.674 0.(\0
J 7 7 0.342 -138.1 0.00 20.128 -4.204 13.952 0.00

TL 27 8 8 1.486 -192.4 0.00 22.521 -9.152 6.'54 0.00

Sum of Load Caues: I, 2, 3, 4, 5 e • 1.875°

Point of Top N(> Ne Net M. Me Q. Qe
Load of

Application Location Element Node KN/m XN/m KN/m Y.N-m/m KN-m/m KlI/m KN/m

--
TL 28 1 1 -0.01 -465.8 0.00 0.00 -n .03 -0.00 64.05

I 2 2 -77 .95 -412.8 -16.38 - 3. 2.4 -30.31 125.40 21.02
K 3 3 -53.19 -329.7 -18.62 6.85 -23.21 68.70 -7.93

4 4 -27.28 -257.5 -19.88 13.12 -12.63 47.20 3.48
5 5 -11. 88 -203.9 -2.4.39 18.50 - 5.11 44.67 2.61

L 6 6 5.47 -lSI). 7 -19.60 26.18 1. 23 33.89 -22.95

J 7 7 -55.63 -1:;2.3 -11.56 33.1B 5.0B -51.17 -B.55
TL 27 8 B -29.37 -1~9.2 -20.25 23.18 1.96 ....22.27 24.54
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Table 7.1 Shear Forces in Lift 28

Loading Condo Qe Shear QcP Shear
1,2,3,4,5 Str~ngth Strength

(in pounds) (in pounds)

At Center 0 2539 30 2225

At Rib 4388 2594* 859'4 2286*

* Capacity of the section is less than shear force.

Qe = Radial shear in the vertical cross section

QIj> ::> Radial shear in the !:::lrizontal cross section

1.0 1bf = 4.44822 N
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Figure 1.1 A General View Showing Completed Tower Unit No. 1 and U'1i.t No.2
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h = 7"

h = 9"

h = 8"

h = 36"--- - -- - ._._-

------!-----
I h = 8"

i h =::\-.1
-o7.mr.:f1....-r7-='f--_J...,L.r=....x-...-l\~ __h~11

300'

40 PHllS1Al lOCA1IONS

80 SUPPORllNG COL UMNS

1 ft 7. 0.305 m
1 in ::; 25.4mm

Figure 2.1 Elevation and Plan View of Cooling Tower Unit No.2
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4'.]" MIN LAP FOR #8
2' 9" MIN LAP FOR #6
2'3" MIN LAP FOR #5

1
1'·10" MIN LAP FOR #4 '

1~" CL---ji'" "','~: - r-----
#4 @ 8.7" D.C, __~'vrr- I

~r :;:~~C~:. O-<'~'I\'""""".-_._-----_.-_--~----_.------~-----~~_~---=-~~-~-~:~~~~_~,~+_---..::=~---_--.:.-~~--~--~----_~--_--~
..L....~_-H~f-T.:..::OI'_Q! !_It_T_ ------- ---

(s) Bar Sizes and Spacing
for Lift 28

(b) Splice Detail for Horizontal Bars

RIB
CATIONS

I
....
""a: ~ CONSTRUCTION JOll'lT BETWEEN LIFTSCl...
CL:s 1

tz
:E
"!'
;..

..

I: \
l~

in

9
in

b ---~--- --ur
in ~- I----k-----

~ I-
II

I

(e) Spl1ce Detail for Ver.tical Bars

__ P~!,El "C" .1. PA~El """.._+ PANEL "8" .1....__PA_"_EL_·_.t_,,_....I......P_A_N_El_·-i·"._·~
1 ft = 0.305m
1 in = 25.4mm

fig,re 2.2 Detail of Wall Reinforcement
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Jumpform beams

I~

Figure 2.3 Perspective V1.ew of

the Scaffolding System

Cathelld gontry

}

,Interior

sClffold

Figure 2.4 Interior View or a Tower Under Collstrucclon



Jumjltorrn beams

1\

Figure 2.3 perspective View of

the scaffolding SY8te~

tBtlJeBd Dlntry

}

,Interior
n.Hold

Figure 2.4 Interior View of a Tower Under Conatructlon
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Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Catb8ad gaotr)'
.•(

Jumpform belms

Stiffback chaRRel

Jll:iling 'rime

Scaffold

Figure 2.5 A Cross Section through the Formwork and Scaffolding Systems
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Figure 2.6 Lxtachment of Jumpform Beam to the Exterior of Shell
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RIB MOLD -----+:-:"1

FLANGE @ OUTSIDE
TOWER FACE

FLANGE @ INSIDE
TOWER FACE

LUGS TO RECEIVE
RECIPROCATING PAWL

e 2.7Figur
DetailBeamJump form
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~"'''---- EXTERNAL RIB

'--- JACKING FRAME ROUER posmolls

~---_.OUTSIDE JUMPfORM BEAM PAIR

;~f
\ ..\.---.- OUTSIDE JACKIIlG-FRAME
\ \

....

'---\-'+JI--- SnFFBACK-l'ORMWORK AnACHED
TI.' JACKING fRAME

,~--- . INfeRNALLY THREADED CONNECTOR GOING INSIDE
AND OUTSIDE JUMPFORM BEAM PAIRS

A.CIiOR BOLTS

TYPICAL 5 FT. UFT • in. THICK------'iii!'

IIlSlDE JACKIIlG fRAME ----<~

INSIDE JUMPfORIi REAU PAIR ---'I...

Figure 2.8 Attachment Detail of Jumpform Beams and Jacking Frames
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Figure 2.9 Jacking Frame Assembly
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$'

"

"

Figure 2.10 Formwork Support System
(Note five levels of adjustable joists are used per lift.)
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Receiving position for
_- -, I'llwer jumpform beam- ,

\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\

~\....

"Jacking" of for7\m,\\
r "" ...

Elevation 156.283'
Diameter 271.14L22';-f------l\1~~~t"'~

Scaffolding system
follows formwork

Figure 2.12 Raising of Fonawork and Relocation of Jumpform Beam after ~asting

of Lift 27
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Elevation 161.125'
'~---;---->:'fr---++'-""'cd\

Diameter 268.645'

Elevation 156.289'
-.",..-----\-----lr\-----1~-~:"l~

Diameter 211.142'

1

.,

Figure 2.13 Position of Jumpform Beams Prior to Concrete Placement for Lift 28
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ReceNiRg position for
lower jumpform beam

E.I8Vati(1~\ 16t12S'
Diameter 268.64ii&~,-'--\-'t;~~~~

Elevation 156.2.:;89'~~:::;::~==-'=-T--rHr.~\
Diameter 211.142'

Scaffolding system
follows fonnwork

~.
\

~

Figure 2.14 Raising of Formwork and Relocation of Jumpform Beam after Casting
of Lift 28
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Elevation 165.969'
-;1I'-------l\------¥~--4!I_'_\,,,.,.,\\

Diameter 266.167'

Elevation 161.125'
____-0-------\---\o-----+\-!~~

Diameter 268.645'

Elevation 156.2~
Diameter 271.142'-i~-------~"---+O,---~~~~Q\

Figure 2.15 Position of Jumpform Beams Prior to Concrete Placement
for Lift 29
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Static
lil~"

Pulley-~..,,-'=J.!l

Figure 2.16 Cathead Gantry Assembly
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Figure 2.18 Location of Drum Hoist Relative to Cathead Gantries
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Figure 3.1 Exterior View of Tower Unit No. Z

Hoist cable for cathead no. 1

/
<.\/ Ii),

lift 21
\

..
.~

1 .
!~

.. ,
.... '~'J'!f<

J..

.l': ;
l\-

" ~~,

lift 26

Lift 25

Lift 24,

Figure 3.2 Top of 1ift 27 Showing Jagged Edge
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Figure 3.3 Debris Pil de up Inside th~ Tower

Figure 3.4 Distribution of Debris Around the Base of the

lOS

Tower



Figu~e 3.5 Top of Lift 27 at Cathead Gantry No.1

lift 27

. lift 26

~r·"'"
~ :'
'( ,
'! l. '1./ Lower anchor
~ bolt

LUCiJlIfJlI of catheart
~"nlry no 2

Figure 3.6 Exterior View of Top Portion of the Shell Between Cathead
Gantry No.1 and No. 2
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Ftgure 3.7 ~!pica1 Rib in Lift 27

i

Crllllped rod
ThI f~i1ded

I;ollplel

Figure 3.8 Anchor Bolt Assembly
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.. ' .., ,'._'. . localized crushing
~ :r.

" /~'j" ~

Figure 3.9 A Close-up View of the Botto~ Bult in Lift 27 Which
supported a Cathead Gantry

/ Top 01 lift 27

--------

..........
.',

, ~.........

....~

.'
Jr' •

.• ~"". .

Approximate position
",_ / of top anchor holt

( '\
\ I

.... _-"

.' ., '.-'

a ~ "j....
~-. ~.;;.. .''''~'l

~,

figure 3.10 Close-up View of Top of Lift 27 at a Rib Location
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Figure 3.11 Close-up ,View of Top of Uft 27 Showing an Anchor Bolt
Hole in Concrete

SIalic line -,...
Hois!
cilhle

Figure 3.12 An Overall View of cathead Gantry
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Figure 3.13 Slide Plate for Cathead Gantry No. 4

Figure 3.14 Displaced Slide plate of Gathead Gantry No. 6
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j

Figure 3.~5 Inside Legs of Cathead Gantry No. 4

'""h",,, I,,,",,, ~

Figure 3.16 Outside Legs of cathead Gantry No. 4
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Figure 3.17 A Groove in the Shell Cut by the Hoist Line at
Cathead Gantry No. 4

Figure 3.18 Concrete Basket Used for Cathead Gantry No.4 Which
Was Recovered from Wreckage
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. ::':'; ..7" .'

-
Figure 3.19 Drum Hoist for Gathead Gantry No. 3 and 4
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Figure 4.1 Temperature Variation Used to Cure Test Specimens
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Figure 4.2 Compressive Test of Cylinder
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Figure 4.8 Williams Anchor Bolt Assembly

e-

1\1 0
..
" ,

Figure 4.9 Appearance of Williams Anchor Bolts After Tension Tcst
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Reproduced from
best available copy.
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Figure 4.10 Fractured Williams Anchor Bolt Embedded in _ CoQcrete Block
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· (

Figure 4.11 TypiC21 Wire Rope Test Specimen

Figure 4.12 Tension Test Setup for Wire Rope
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Figure 4.13 Test Setup for Chain Hoist

Figure 4.14 Fractured Cover Plate for Gear Box
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Reproduced from
best availa ble cop".

Figure 4.15 Anchorage of Static Line to Ground Through Grip-Hoist
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Figure 4.16 Test Setup for Grip-Hoist

Figure 4.17 A Close-up View of Grip-Hoist After Tension Test.
The Hook Pulled Away from the Housing.
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- TOP OF .. 1FT ZT

'-- BASE 0,.. CONCREYE SHELL

nELD SURvtY DnA

c: each••d. no. S .tllttc:: l1nt clevts dt concrete hopper
Elevation ~f C • 10S.37 ft 02.1:\ 1Il)
aOIlPy.IIEF.LAJi

HorIzontal Dht8nc•• , ft (m)
BO liE .W EF

B.4583 6.5411 1.0615 2.0
(2.5198) <:1 .9952) (0.3241) (~6}l.-

-{~708
CF CT

1. 5417 9'..56H 8.6075
(0.8451) (0.4102) (26.2316) (2.6253)

I NUl:th 1 South Devation

Coordinate_, It (b))

location and
Ileacdptioll of Point

I Spac. Coordinat.a

--
A: Center H<.""~- I· 919.44 \1023.39 97.81

--=-B.... . (280.4T'3),-~(;;;31~2;.:..1;.;3iL)_r--+':(:2.;.9':.;8",3t...)--l
C..haad 4 Static '9.--:;94 I 1022.66 \ 104.92 I
Lilla Clev!s At ll~E!r \ (283.02) 011.91) (32.00)

TI Bhuvc 810ek for 1!ol.r I'. 1000.00 I 1000.00 I 98.45 I
Lln.. of Catheda 3 .n~ 4 (305.00) (305.00) (30.03)

HI COld Joint Top of I 1009.23 I 923.50 I 264.69 !
Uft 17 at Cothud 4 (307.82) (281."7) (80,73)

-Q: Cround Sheave for Hoht '1040.92 I 887.114 98.61
Lin. of Cothead 4 I 017.48\ 1270.193 13008\

V: Shene alack tor Moht ,852.21 I 973.94 98.49
Une. of C.rhnda 5 and...6-..4 ~S9~~t~I'-i2,,"9,;,7..:.;.0;;5i")_-;--;;(~30",,':.;;O:.;4"-)--1

'0/: COld Joint Top of 8&9.4B I 898.75 265.)4
Lift 27 at Corh.ad 5 (264.St\ (274.12) (&0.99)

R: Cround She.ve for Holst ' 8>1.94 I e54.3~ 9r..90
r--=-' LIne of C.th..d 5 (259 .64) (26",O,-,.~S'fe),---+--,(",3;:<0",.1~6"')'--i

5. -ij"i'it'i)rumfor 184.79 I 924.36 99.36
Catb..d. 5 and 6 ~._._3_6':')_-l._...;.(_23_1_._93-=)_.l--,-0--,0c:._30"';)'---l

Figur" 6.2 Field Survey Data for Location of Hoisting Cables
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COOR!II NATE AXES

10P OF

LiF~

TOP OF

LIFT 27
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figure 6.5 Forces on the Jumpform Beams
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Load Case(2) - Weight of Scaffolding

~ I J K L
Force

Fx -674 366 91 -226

Fy -2426 -2426 0 0

Fz 0 0 0 a

My 0 0 0 0

Load Case (4) -Weight of Cathead

~ I J I( L
Forces

Fx -1293 784 -55 232

Fy -928 -928 0 0

*Fz 213 -1l3 71 -66

"My 67 66 101 91

y(pa",,,.,lo .bell)

.(no,ma' to ,h"1)
~...~--

Load Case (3) - Live Loads

~ ~-JI J K
Forces

Fx 337 -212 32

I
;l

Fy -970 -970 0 ,)
1

*Fz 0 0 0 () I
*My 0 0 0 0

~~d Case (~) - Hoisting Loads

~ I J K L
Force

Fx -1902~ 12296 426 2964

Fy -1996 -1996 0 0

*Fz 2151 -2151 707 -1~44

"My 798 798 1243 2115

.. Near side jumpform beam (for~e on far side beam equal and opposite)

Units: Moment in ft - Ib 0.00 ft ..... 1b a 1.36 N -m)

Force in 1b (1.00 Ib ~ 4.45 N)

Figure 6.6 Summary of Loads ~pplied to the Shell
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Upper diagonal
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(To)

' •••'0
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(Vertical arrows dosignate forces
of components acting at their
respective centroida--forces in
parentheses occur only at cathead
locations)

Hgure 6.7 Definition of Gravity l.oads
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T,To ~
f3 '

I 13. I
FO

J

3.96'

1.69'

HZ

BN

B

3.24'

'11>

'"t

A, 'R • suppor ts of ins ide and ou tslde cathead legs t respect 1.vely.

AN' BN • cathead leg reaction components in pl'lOe of figure and
normal to AA 1 and BB 1 , respectlvel:',

Ae" Bp • cathead leg !"eactlon cOlUpo:l(ints in plane. of f1.~urc U1\d
parallel to AA I and BBl' respectlvely.

AZ' BZ =- horizontal cathead leg reaction components of A and B.
respectively. normal to plane of figure,

W • resul tant we ight of cathead beam s!"sembly

T. To -= tension In static line due to hoisting louds and l:iielf weight

Fe • tension in counterstatic line

a • AA I • 18.65 ft 11 3 • 23', lb

b .881 • 17.64 ft C
A

• 77.7400

W • lO7l Ib Cs = /9.434 0

WI • SOU Ih G • 53.031 0

G

W~ • 4/.9 lb ·0 . 12.40

ft • U.3U5 m
lb • U.453 kl!,

Figure 6.8 Fre~ Uody 01agl".arn of Cathcad under
Gravitv and Hoisting l.oads
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12" ¢ BALL

14" .. BALL

WELDED PIPE

\

.' .....~__----:4~'.:.~~6'_'------:7?
q,

CHUTE DETAIL

HOISTING LOADS

VOLUMES:

,r

0,2" THICKNESS

CHUTE

"
Bucket

Chute

1/2 yd. Concrete

WEIGHTS:

695 in3 (11.40 x 106 mm])

130 in3 (2.13 x lO6 mm3 )

13.5 ft 3 (0.378 m3)

SCALE: I
r----------<

3 It.
1m

Bucket

Chute

Concrete

Steel Balls (two)

Mise. Ha cdwa re

(.283 }{ fi9S)

(.28 J x DO)

(l.'iO }{ 13.5)

TOTAL

197 III (89.2 kg)

37 Ib (16.R kg)

2,025 lb (917.3 kg)

580 Ib (263 kg)

65 Ib (29 kg)

D~'4 lb (1316 kg)

2,900 Ib (1314 kg)

Figure 6.9 Concrete Bucket Dimensions and Weil.!hts
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T

CONSTANT INPUT PARAMETERS

L - Be - 218.56 ft (66.66 m)

A • 0.095 1"2 (63.21 ~2)

E • 13 x 106 psi (89.7 x 106 kN/m2)

XG ~ 1i5.~4 ft (35.36 m)

YG • 185.27 ft (56.51 m)

FO(ASSUMED ~RALLEL

TO I<G)

VARIABLE INPUT PARAMETERS

WB • Bucket Weight

Figure 6.10 Simple Model for Analysis of Cable
Forces Due to Hoisting Loads
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64 • .:!- YZZ

85 .. (83 + 84)/Z

8
1

.. 8 - YZ

8Z .. 85 - 81

" F .. 'fiB sin 61/sin ( 61 +

" FO .. WB sin 6Z/S 1n (61 +

63 c .! - II. 2
refer to fig. 6.10

8Z) .. force on static line

62) .. tension of hoist line

"T .. F/(2 cos 65) c tension in static line

01 .. L1 /sin 63 .. length BK, fig. 6.10

0z ~ LZ!sin B4 .. length GK, fig. 6.10

* s D1 + D2 .. st~ess~d length of static line under tension T

a Ts!(AE + T} .. static line elongation

.. So .. s - 6 .. stress-free length of static 11n..

" Xc c x· coordinate of G after elastic deformation of c.. thead

" YG .. Y coordinate of G after e1a&tic deformation of cathead

" Fe .. force in counterstatic line due to hoisting loads

ICathead leg reaction components in directions
shown in figure 6.12 due to hoisting loads

* Designates results printed out by computer

Figure 6.11 Procedure for Cable Analysis Progra~
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8.71~t.L.

a 9,49ra. L• ia

---f' ---c:--- -- - - - - - :::..::::;;:

n ~'Ii:II I II

I: . A 8 A. B . .: f-

1I 1 !.90'dt.: . I I
II _-------. 11
lJ.- - I -- --j)

8.58' INSIDE LEG (t. Ll~_
8.79' OUTSIDE L!G 10 L.l I

vert leal
p parallel
n normal
h radial
z tangentilll

v

W"W2
I
I

: AZ.BZ z
~---i-"""77--i-+--:7---''''''''''--- -.....

Ihl

(a) Space configuration
of a cathead leg.

lb) View of cathea~ legs
in tangential plane.

CATHEAD LEGS

r=131.85·

r =134. 35'

r =1 3

r c 133.::8.::::5_' _

r =134.32'

192'

:c) Partial shell profile.-------
Cd) Configuration of cathead le~

reactions relative to shell.

I fl. = a.305m

figure 6.12 Configuration of Cathead Legs and Reaction
Components Relative t~ Shell
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I

;.. '( 3.0' 3.0'
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~':

"l

I~I .. ,., , -..I -.I
J:

6119 lW~ ITYP.) '"
~/8· ¢ ...

-

RI \R
2.65' 4.35' 4.35' 2.65'

LA ~ 8.70'

PROFILE DEVELOPED LENGTH

FORllUu.nON OF LOAl>-DISPl.ACEMEN'l' EQUATIONS

Cable: A. 0.154 1n2 (99,33 m=2)

E • 13000 ko1 (B9.7 x 106 kN/m 2)

Chain: A- 0.110 1n2 (70.95 mm2 )

t • 29000 k.1 (200" 106 kN/m2)

( ..e)l • ( ..F.) 3· l x 106 lb (8.9 x 10& N)

(AE)2 - 3.2 x 106 1b (14.2.10& N)

11 • FoLl /2 (AE)l

12 • FoL2/2 CAE)2

13 • RL 3 .ee o/("E)1

t WF - Fe (3L4 - 4a){12EI

~4·· f ("'n- LS- L6' tiC_ 0 6)

to - 11 + 12 of' 4] + 44

~c. - KFc: (k - conaL)

Ift-0.30S"

• 61, • dlsplacelllent of p.:>lnt C l!ue to lateral deflection A\orT of Wi' beam

Figure 6.13 Geometric, ,'''teria1 and Load-displacement
Characceristics of Counterstatic Line
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S":ALL DISPLACEMENT GEOMETRY:

BI B2 • ba~J. BBl' BIB)" AlA) .. GGl • CC2 .. B182 cos(1- eB)

828) .. B1B2 sin <; - 6B). A2A) .. A1A3 tan <; - BA)

ac .. tan-1[(A2A)+B28)/A1B1l. A)G1 .. AIG

G1GZ • A)G1 tan Dc + AzA). KG .. B1B). 1G .. G1GZ
.-. -1CICZ .. AZA3 - AIC tan act C2CCl .. tan (Cl e2/ee2)

BCl • ; - BC - C~lJ CIC • (CC~ + CIC~)1/2

6c • C1C sin eCl ' Ac • KFc (from figure 6.13)

XC; • (Ac I6c )XGJ 'iC; • (AcI6c )yG··

* ~ .. rotation of BBl about point B

•• Xb. 'ib • displac~ment of G due to Fc

Figure 6.14 Displacement of Point G due to Axial
Elongation Ac of Countcrstatic Line
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l. -1-L~'

T~ir,~~,-- :~:""I---.---------.------.--.-/-,-.; , ~oLo 0 '. 2r ~'NA
III \ / I'

\

KnowlJ :

1', FD, Fa = F,~\, ~ l' un ;.--. j!.~'"

L1 5.3 ft (1.6 m), L, = :1.1 ft (1.1 rn)

L3 1.8 ft (U.5:; 01). L4 - 10.:, ft (3.20 m)

Computed:

( 2M1 + 2M2 + H3)L/6EI, ~1 = L18

y;; ~J -+ ~L -+ ~1

X" 0 ..
G

X<; XC; -+ XC: = Xc (see fj~. 6.14)

Yr, Y!, -+ VG** (see fig. " .14)c.

* (Ki.;. Vi) • ,Ji~pl,J(:emcIlL of C dlJl~' to cathead beam dO! fle rL ,on

** 0\:. Vr) = dlr.placement of G dlle to elastic deformation of catlw.ld

Figllt'e 1:>.15 Displacement of !'olnt G due: to 111exural
DetorrnaL 101' '.1f r~utilead Hearn
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EXPUDED VIEW Of TDP 3 un$, H. MODEL

P... I............ e-. • a-v.(IL) I ..... 111.) E lblI a liS
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\I
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Figure 6.16 Cooling Tower Finite Element Model
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t.!-uJ

.----

'-j--Fx

SHORE III LINE LOADS

y.I-Ii)

Z,(-v)

A. Meridi!lnlll IJnd normll forces

y.(-ul
I.(-vl

-----
"My,Btl

B. Tangential torce

~.(WI

I.(-V) .~

------C. Meridional momli'!nt

x,(wl

rl~ure 0.17 Shure-III Line Loads
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I

t of clth..d bllm

Figure 6.18 Normal For~e (Fx) at Cathead for Load Case 4
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Q·8

Stress resultants

Stras-cuuple resultlnts

Figure 6.19 Sign Conventions
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ELEVATION

-6.0 0 165.721 (TOP BOLT IN LIFT 28)

6 164.337

E 0 162.125 (BOTTOM BOLT IN LIFT 28)
(I)
CL -5.0 I.-.:.c I , -70

'" I \~

Z I q\• -4.0 I -60
~ I "cco , , \\
~ 1 -50
~ , I
en
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Q) t7 ,,----" A -10:E \ ~~--_ .......,."

::~1 \
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10,

1 2 3 4 5

Angle -9, deg

Figure 6.20 Meridional Stress Resultant at Cathead No. 4
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i"igure 6.21 Hoop Stress Resultant at Cathead No.4
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0 0
\. ,..... ,
'\. ..... --~ '" ---0
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10 .-... ---6,
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0 1 2 3 4 5
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Figure 6.22 Circumferential Moment at Cathead No. 4
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Figure 6.23 Meridional Moment at Cathead No.4
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IIN-..
0 2 3 4 Ii • 7 8

iii

120

10G
...

80 z...

60

10
BalallCed Failure 411

Pur. Bending

"a
0 10 ZIj 30 40 60 80 10

Moment, !Iip·ia

Figure 7.1 An Interaction Diagram under Combined Bending
Moments and Axial Forces

INSIDE FACE
OF SHELL

12"

VERTICAL CROSS SECTION

Figure 7.2 Physical Dimensions of Vertical and Horizontal Cross
Sections of a Shell Element Used for Analysis
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1.0 ~

I
I

220.3 I
I

220.1 I
I

~ 1,./1
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I

6 12 ,. 20 2425

300 ....----------------------;;1'1'---,
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is 200
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==
.-a 100
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Co)

Age of CODcrete (hrt

Figure 7.3 Procedure Used to Estimate Compressive Strength of
Concrete at the Time of Failure

CATHEAD GANTRY
No.4
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\\
\\

C \
•

B

LIFT 28

COLD JOINT LIFT 27

RIB

Figure 7.4 Locations of Maximum Hoop and Meridional Forces
and Bending Moments in Lift 28
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9II7

• C.nt.r.f p.nll (0"1

• Rib (1.8715-)

ThiI lIi'UrllII applill 10 IIIl1ct1l1111
32.4 In Wow 111. tip of 1ft 21

61.1 II-In
A -2.1 &:. alA II-in

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

U•• kip.in
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2 3 4 & II
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10

..•

Figure 7.5 Combined Effect of Axial Force and Bending Moment
at Locations A and B
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0 2 3 4 5 6 7 •60
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40

100
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Figure 7.6 Combined Effect of Axial Force and Bending Moa,ent
at Locations C and D
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Appendix A

Patent of Wall Construction System

United States Patent (19\

Scheller
\11\
(451

4,C40,774
Aug. ~, 1977

(56J

(75) InveIllor:

(n) AlSipee:

[54) APPAllATVS FOR CONSrRUCIlNG
CONCRETE WALLS

H_5oMUU, Ealon. Colo.

~IIIC., Bound Brook.
N.J.

[21J AppJ. No.: 6ll1,72)

[22] . Filccl: Apt. :29, 1976

['I] lat. Q.t £04Ci 11104: E04G 11/28
(52) U.'. a. _ 425/65; 249120;

254/1'9
[58) FWd of SarclI 42S/63-65;

24912O-~; a64f33-34; 254/139, 142
Itef__ alld

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

661.311 1I/1'lOO Nobon 254/139
ol1.'21 '/1910 Talbot 249120

).472.'" IO/I~ JuN 249120
-'.'21.336 111970 Rohlf _........................ •"/63
).161.'51 911973 Oglla el al. 264/33

3.779.671 1211973 Scheller '2'10'
Primary .£Mminer-Fnmcis S, Husar
AuitulfIt .£I'a",j""r-Jobn MeQuMie
AIIDm'Y. Ag.1I1. Dr Firm-Harold L. Slowell

(S7} ABSl'RACJ'

In an opparalU$ ror conolnlCling high.riAng. ""ured
concrele walls, pairs or spaced·apan. uprighl supparts
are preJiminarily mounled on a foundalion and lh('n
d.~hlbly ollached tn ·barh lide. or at loos. a portiall)'
hardened 10~c1 ~r concrolo wall and al inr.rvol. along
Ihe lenglh or Ihe wall ror repuled. ul'",·ard. ".p.wi~
usc .. Iho wall is being (onned; 0 plurality or cama&o.
arc mounled on adjac.nl supporls olon& bolh .ides or
the waU for COnltnUO!Jl upward movement i!l. the wall i~

being cast, arid adjustable concre:e skaping au.embl\c..
.... mo.nltd on the urrU&cs. Each ....,mbl) opl'O'illg
a simiJll assembly to define a cunlinuo", mold ,n'o
which new conCrolo i. poured on lOp or previou,ly
poured COncr.te 10 rorm lh. wall.

3 CWmo, 10 Drawl.a Fla"to
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE ORAWINGS

APPARAnlS FOR CONSTRUCTING CONCRETE
WAllS

CROSS-REFERENCE TO REl.ATED SUBJECT
MAnER'

4,040,774
1

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Z
During lhe initial ~n'lruclion of a cooling tower and

Ifler lhe ground foundation has been laid, pairs of op
peseJ, spaced.apart, generally ver",ical iUpports or H·
beam., dcaignated 20 for Ihe inside 14 and 20' for the
ouuide U. arc anchor:d on tile foundation. Each sup
port 20 and 211', nOI shown ill FIG. I burt localed II
each carriage IP. is 20-30 (cellong and is compo£cd of
several seetio,," 22 of e'truded aluminum, generally
H"haped beams, jointed at Iheir ends by bolted plales

10 24 ... shown in FIGS. 2 and 5. The beams of each pair
Ire acpareated from each other by I distance while will
s-nerally !>e Ihe Ihicl<neu of the wall 10 being fanned,
which al Ihe base of I tOwer is lbout 30 inches. The
beams are apoced apan, ... desired, IS beSI shown in
FlO. 5, by I plurality of horizontalspocers or inlernally
Ihreaded illseru 26 attached 10 the beam Oange. 20.40 by
bolll 263 before concrete is poured between Ihe beams.
Each pair of beam! are separlted by obout 10 fcct (rom
aimilar pairs around the wall"" that Ihe beams are 10-

10 cated al sp""ed interval. completely along both Ihe
inner Ind OUler wall surfaces 12, 14. As the eonerele is
poured between tho beams Ind Ihe wall increases in
heighl, • lower seclion of each beam i. detached from
lhe side of Ihe wall 10 by removing bolts 260 from Ihe
s~.cers 26, lelving the spacers in the wall. Then' the
",clion is litached CO the lOP of the lime beam. As the
concrete cures. Ihe lower scoliona of elch ,uPPOr! held
lightly against the wall autflees easily auppor! the car·
rilSes 18 and olher OIruClures mounted on Ihem. The
beam acetio", 22 may be lifted into new position by •
simple block and tackle or other lil\iog means mounted
on the carrilges18. lbe beam. 20-20' arc al~ prOvided_
wilb spiced aplrlluga 30 (FIG. 2) permanently allilled

FIG. I ia I perapective, alylixed view of the bue 10 Ihe outer nange lOB of each beam for a purpose laler
portion of I cooling lower veil being formed by the 3~ described.
casting a!'l"'..ratus of this invention: A pluralilY ofcarriages Ie, shown in FIGS. I, 2, 3, ..

FlO. 2 is a venicalsectiOll of the apparalUl showing 5 uti 6, Ire II<:parately mounted for vertical movemenl
Ihe preferred form of supportl and carriage: on \>Cams 211-20' Dl1d IdjllCClll ce.rriages suppon there

FIG. 3 is a lOp view of Ibe apparltus anown in FIG. belween concrete form assembliea 16 which shape the
2; 010 aurflcea of the wall being formed. 1.dditiDnally. as

FIG. 4 is an enlarged, fragmentary ,ille e1evllion of a ,hown on f'lG. 2, the carriages provide a working pial.
fonn or wpmg assernbly: form for men and equipment which extends entirely

FIG. 5 ia an ClI!arged. venical ICClion showing Ihe around Ihe wall being formed.
carriage elevating Ind retaining mechanism; Each carrilge 18, reference being made 10 FIGS. 2, .,

FIO. 6 is an enlarged. verticalseetion showing the ~~ 5and6,inc1udesapairofaimilarfraDlea19compoaedof
inlermediate fonn in relation to the carriage; several common atrUclur.1 beama welded and bolted

FlO. 7 is a rear elevalion of the sheet portion of Ibe IOgether to l'Otm I Itrona. unitary Itruetur•. :n detail
form USClJIbly; and u shown in FIO, 2, each frame includes I vertiul

FIO. I is I frlgmentary borizonlal ICCtional view of channel 32, which is welded to a homontall"bin8 46,
lhe form ....mbly and rdaled apparalus; ~ which in IUU is boiled wilh bolt 131, 10 elwlnel 34,

FIO. 9 is a penpective view of the hoiatina apparalus; which i. weld.~d to channel 44. Two Idjlcent frames 19,
and one being corJSlructed opposite hand, are joinled to-

FlO. 10 is s .ide elevalion of !he hoisting apparatus. 8ether 10 fOl'lll each carriage ttl mounled on I beam 201
by boiled conn~..or plates 33 (FIG. 5), anale 31, roller

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 5$ frame 148, Ind m•.cbine bola 1118, 126, 128, 130 and 132,
EMBODIMENT which also aerve IS axlcs 10 other componenu. A pipe

The preferred embodiment of the applratus is let 42 and a thread rod ammbly 40 are boiled betWeetl
forth herein, for iIIuslralive putpoIcs. in connection adjlcent (rames 19, and serve u an adjustable support
wilh Ihe' construclion of a concrele veil or oulside wall 10 channel 34. Wh•.,ls 110 arc Ittlched 10 channel 31
of a nature dran cooling lower, which frequently rilCl 60 Ind lube 46 of each frame by axles 101, 104, 1116 and IllS,
450 feet lbove the ground and hu I dilrrn:l:f 0050 feet Ind ride 19ainll oppo,ing )ides oflbe two ouler llangcs
al ground level. In such construclion, th. round con· lOB of Ihe beam holding the carriage 19ainst the beam.
crele Will decreases in tliameler IS it riWo' unlil narrow A hydroulic jack 11~ (FIG. 5) u altached to plate 33
seclion or IhrOlt i. reached. and then inere""s in dilm· Ind roller frlme 148 ;n each carrilge b~ boilS and
eler loward the top 10 form Ihe hyperbolic obarc.....s 6$ mounll Ind elert, upward tbrull against lhe <:orrilge
illustrated in FlO. I. the lower veil or wall III has an when hydrlulic pressure i. supplied Ihrough fle'ible
oUler surfa" nand.n inner surface U, and a series of hose 120. A reciprocalinll bar 14Qis "\aChed to the rim
clrriages 18 located enlirely lround Ihe lap of Ihe wall. of the hydraulic jlck 110, which in lum hIS I pivoled

This invention provides a nev! and improved appara
Ius for efficienl casting of ahaped concrete walls and, in
the eumplarY embodiment, includes 0 plurality of poirs
of apaced.apart, uprighl supportS exlendlng from Ihe 15
folllldation IlIhlally and then IttAChed 10 opposing SiClC:S
of lbe wall being fanned Iiong the entire length of Ihe
wall, aec:tiona of each auppert being deeachable It Ihe
bollom of !he support end from Ihe wall al intervala Ind
re-altached al the upper end of Ihe support 10 form a 30
continuoualy advaJlcing aupport as Ihe wall is formed.

Rellted subject miller iI diaclosed and claimed in my
U.S. PU. No. 3,779.678 granted Dec. 18, 1973.

BACKOROUND OF THE INVENTION

Modern conerele wall casting techniques frequently
ulilize pain of lpaced-apart, shaping form. beld in posi
tion by vltiOIll types of movable suppotU. the concrete
being poured between Ie forms and on lOp orthe II<:Clion
of wall poured earller and partially sal. After Ihe lISt I~

poured concrete has al leasl partially set, Ibe forms are
removed and relocated above the former posilion Ind
then the procedure is repeated unlil the wall is com·
pleted.
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pawl 14l which is spring 100ded (spring "01 shown) 10 panel ~ :is,only supponed from fl\linll.br.bracJr,el',611
insure pOsili.e ensa&em~nl, belween plwl 14find lug Ind cln easily be pulled oUl"be,sliding [I upward frqm
30 on beam 2O-l0', , , , belween Ihe support beam, 20-20' and the ".el,I,ru,...

funher. whe.15 i44 are moumed on rolle, f.-ame 148 ,,70 for cunipg. , , ' ..
w"'i~ ext{ :WS between .dj.ce~ll ~m.5 3Z•. and vc in· S" :.me nature. or the extruded aluminum. ,beAms '22 thaI
rolling ~ontlc~ with re.:iproc.ating bar 140 to resis.f 1111· make up the support beams :0-20' pcrmin ,hat th(y can
era! forces on bar totO and pr~vent di~n8.g~ml!nl be. be repeatedly bent or fiend .pproJ.imately 3 inches
tween pawl 14l and lug. 30. In Iddilion. I follower ove, each I.nglh, wilhoul permanenl dlmlg., ,
pawllZ4 welded to I ,hon pipe 125,'which iillurn i, Using this charICI.ristic. (fIG..2) I frame 76.,com.
mounted for ,olillon On a ,haft 126.stendlng belween 10 pri,ins two opp05il' hand w.ldm.nl5 Ire Inlched to
belms 3l, .nglges lugs 30 and ,s h.ld '" englgem.nl by eilher half U of Ihe corrilg. 18 on on. side',of Ih. wall
spring 146. . '..' '.. 10. 'th. frlm. 76 enc..... the outer flange lOB of a
. Normally. t~c carnage, pro~ 111, an u~,w~r? dJrec· ". r..anion of beams 10-20' which jj adjacenr 10 firm con.
tt~n by ellenston of pawl 1'2. unbl tooth 12,. engHSe5 • ,c:rete, Similarly" frame 8Z ii 'moun'cd ·on the rop of
h,ghe, lug, 30 followed by Withdrawal 'Df ,,",wi 14Z for 15 etlher half:19 oflh. carrilge 18 w"'.h .n..... 'h. oul.,
rel~tion against I higher lug 30, and repealing': How· nlnge lOB of bellnS 20-20' lbove Ihe form en.losure,
~ver, Ifn~ry. I camlg. can be'lowered ~Y1!~lend. An Irm 78 is bolt.d 10 Ihe lower frlm. 76, and'in lurn
,"g hydnuhc JI~k 118 so that lhe load cam<d -by fo1· I stream.bolt ntch.t 10 conn.Cl5'l0 Ih. top fnm. 8l,
low.r pawl 124 15 now 'nnsf.rre<l '0 "1~nda~le pawl By esl.nding or ",on""cting Ih. stum.boll nlch.1 8G,
14l and englged cleal 30. When ,tho load \S lh... Inn.- 20 lileral pressure is applied suffielent 10 bend Ih. sUPl'Ort

, fe~. plwi ,124 ca~ be Plvoled 80 I!'"I by slowly r.- beom 20 and properly align'lh. wall 10 being CBSI.
Incung Ih. Jlck Will allow !he camaglno senle and Th. vertical strength affo,dccl by .U.h • formmg

. follower pawl 12410 .ns"ge In lhe nest/lower c1.at 3&. sysfem is also used 10 best Idvlnug.· by '.Iiminaling
~~_wo~~mgf ~..".ffOldl's formed ~.!'~anks,36I~.S1lR.gl ~~ 2" ucessively high mobile cranes 0' lowe' cranes required
.,....". - a _Jac.n camages .n" an ou.r, ral .. , , h' h . '._" . '<• '
belween whjch/ropes or plank. IjllY be placed. .,n, .g nse co~mucllon. u u..... In prevlo,us ,ormmg

Con.,el. sh.ping. form usemblies 16, senerally systems. Oantnes are er~1ed II ..Ieel.d POlnl~ around
shown in FIGS. 4. 6 and' span the diston.. !lel!"..n . the 'op of th~ lower ~ "Iustrlted In FIGS, 9, and 10.
adjacent carrilgos 18 on bolh sid.. oi the wall being , &.ch SI~Ir~ Iscqmp~..d of a belm 88, whIch 15 bolted
fanned Ind ronn and sides of the mold inlo which fresh 30 'a four pipe ~.8' 86, whICh tn, tu:" Irc al"",h.d 10 four
concrete i, pour.d. EJleh fonn assembly 16 inclUdes I separlte .arnlges 18.0n Ih. u~pe,SIde ofheam 88.lwo
forming shce. '" two end 5.iffhack channels 56t 10 sheaves 90 are attac:hed. A commtrclal hOIsting enSlnt"
which late",l. lel~",oping steel 'russes 70 ar. bolred, 9~ on.lhe g,ou~~ is ~sed with Ih....g~ntri.s so Ihat the
wilh incorporated wedges 7.. Ihat "renglhen ,h. I'.'"d lme 92. onglnlllne from the hoIStIng engln. on on.
I....... 70 wh.n in !h. proper posilion, Forming she.t, J5 SId. of WIllIG, IS supported. over Ihe WIll on sheaves 90
64 may be 3/41 plywood for esampl•• or any ridgid so that mltenlls can be hOlSled on Ih. opposite Sid. or
materiol Ihlt can be easily CUI. or added 10, to provide wall 10 IS th~ Drrows indicated In fiG, 10. Also. a
I smooth casllng surfa.., Ielescoping trusses 10 provide StallOnlrr stat~e Itne 94, whIch e.lend. from beam 88 10

lateral support (or sheet 64t throughout their efTective a straleglc ~mt or concrer~ hopper ~n t~e ground, IS

length cnee the incorporated wedges 74 are wedged 010 used IS I gUI~' fo, Ih. 10ld hn. 9l, whIch IS altlChed 10
firmlY: ' I small block 96 so Ihal its sheave whe.1 roll. on stallc

The Sliffb~ck ohannels 56 are slruolural chlnnels Ihl' line 94. The slllie line 94 serves to mlk. th. ground
Ire v.rticlliy supported I' Ihe bonom by axle 104 loading point ,<net shown) cenlrll, which capedit.s
which ,,!.nd beyond beam 32, ,hru slolled hol.s 63 .oncrot. ha~dhng from I conerei. truck 0' ho;:per. "'
(FlQS. 6 and 8) ro l' rerainer plare 62. Further, axle 108 .5 wcllu ~eCJ)IJ')g the wmkmcn f.r'Jm working bcnca.h rhe
also ••t.nd, beyond belm 3l to lh. retain.r pllt...2. ..affoldlng lIang Ih. perimeter of the lowe,.
T:-'e form panel 64 is held firmly against :he eatruded The two variJlions i~ _hI': rorm 5urCace, or nanges 20A
fiuge 20A of beams 2G-20'. This is aocomplished by ofjack belms 20 and la', are shown IS 1ft cooling tower
wedging Ih. opposite side of Ih. Sliflblck channel 56 oonstruction, lh. OUler wall surflce U is sen.rally
(FIG. 6) with a steel wedge SS ag.inSllh. e...nded axlc ,,'0 ridged and the inner wall surr.o. I. is gen.rally
Ill!!. smooth. Th. pluntity of vertical ribs Ihus form.d on

Similarly the top of channel 56 forces rarm pand 64 the au.side surface 12 or the complered tower serve 10

dghtly ~gainst the e~truded nange :lOA orbeams %0-10', induce air turbulance, thus enhancing heat transfer.
with a hardwood wedge 60, dri\len between its oppos- In CI.§ting tht initial c:our§l!S or the wall. an ordinar)'
ing side and angl. 38. With refer.nc'lh. FIGS, 6 and 7. ~5 general crane is used 10 ..is. ,h. plaslic conc,.t. from
the Corming sh••t 64 is h.ld venically by a bcack.t 66 the ground 10 Iho working scaffold wbert il is dlStrib,
which merely serves to k••p lh. ahe" 64 Crom fallins uted by wheel.d cans to the forms Iround th. periph·
OUI w~cn the onlire fonn BSSCmbly is unw.dged as reo ery of th. Structure. It will be appreoilted thai s.veral
quired while ·'jack1,s··. cranes may be used simultaneously 50 that such a largc

As in the case of cooling towcr construction. Il!i the. 60 structure can be casr .Ill a reasonable rate. When the
lower mOves tJpwlrd in height the diameter decrc:tSeS structure height exceed!l reach or rhe cranes, a number
to th. Ihroll or neck of Ihc tow.r. requiring lhe car- oC glnlries .,e IIIDCh.d 10 selected clrrilges ,.pac.d
riages 18 10 become closer logelh.r. With refe,ence .round the wall. Thes. glntri.. now providc Ih. m.lns
mad. to FIG, 8 il can be seen lhat IS the carrilges 18 10 trtnsporl plBSdc conc,el. Ind other mll.rial. 10 tho
move upwllrd a.nd wc:dges 74 of Ihe !lIce! 'ruues 70 65 work area, The concrete is raised in buckers (approxi.
being looscnc-d. they are forced together, or can op:n- mp,tely l cu. yd. cBpacil)') by cables running over rhe
(rtel)' as r~qujr¢'j. FIG. 8 also ilI\l5trales thai while tl10r gantries and returning, ,0 hoisting engines on the:
rorm as~mbly 16 has. its wedges loos.ened. the fc.trlfl ground. ThGs. the necessity ror tJ,ing a large lower
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Appendix B

Computer Programs for Shell Analysis

B.I Introduction

Failure of the cooling tower shell under the imposed construction

loads at the location of cathead gantry no. 4 was believed to be a

plausible cause for the initiation of the total collapse of lift 28.

Thus, an analysis of the shell structure as it existed at the time of

the collapse was made using the construction loads. The complexity of

the loading conditions as well as the variation in shell thickness and

material properties required th~t the finite element method be employed

as the means of analysis. A survey of finite element programs available

for the analysis of this type of shell structure with the constraints

mentioned previously indicated that SHORE-III[6.2] satisfied these

requirements and has been used previously [B.I, B.2] to analyze this

type of structure.

As a means of verifying the ~esults obtained in the SHORE-III

analysis, a second finite element program, SAP IV [6.3), was selected.

SAP IV is a general finite element program which provides an alternate

method for load input and an alternate shell modei from those used in

the SHORE-Ill analysis.

This appendix will present a discussion of the pertinent features

of the two finite element programs uoed in the analysis of the shell

and a comparison of the re8~lts obtained from each analysis, for

selected loading conditions.
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B.2 Discussion of SHORE-III and SAP IV

SHORE-III (SHORE) is a finite element program fo~ the linear

elastic static and dynamic analysis of acbitrarily loaded aXisymmetric

plates and shells. SAP IV (SAP) on the other hand is a general finite

element structural analysis program for the linear elastic analysis of

three dimensional structural systems. Although both programs are capable

of performing either a static or dynamic analysis. this discussion will

be limited to the static analysis since all construction loads used in

the analysis were treated as being static. Furthermore. since SAP has

a rather large element library (truss. beam, plane stress or strain,

three-dimensional solid. pipe, etc.) only the plate/shell element which

was used in the SAP analysis will be discussed.

The capacity of SAP is primarily dependent upon the tetal number

of nodal points needed to model the shell while SHORE 1s restricted to

a model comprised of no more than fifty (50) elements. this element

restriction for SHORE is not serious for this analysis since the stress

distributions at the lower elevations of the shell do not have a sig

nificant effect on the resulLs obtained for lift 28. Thus, the number

of elements used to model the low~r portion of the shell can be reduced.

The shell model is developed for SHORE by. discretizing the m2ridian

curve of the shell with a series of curved rotational ring elements.

SAP requires a discretization along the meridian and around the circum

ference of the shell in order to develop its model. Thus t the SHORE

model is composed of a series of continuous ring element6 along the meri

dian of the shell while the SAP model is a three-dimensional assemblage

of flat plates.
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Only a brief description of the elements used in the SHORE and SAP

analysis wili be presented. Refe~ences which present the details on the

formulation of the individual elements are given in the description. The

curvec rotational ring element [B.31 used in SHORE has an element stiff-

ness matrix which is derived from displacement fields that may vary from

line?r to sixth o~der and includes the exact geometry of the shell as'

well as the effect of transverse shear deformation. The extra coeffi-

cients in the higher order displacement fields are eliminated by

kinematic condensation at the element level. Sixth order displacement

fields were used throughout in this analysis. The element used in the

SAP analysis is a quadrilateral of arbitrary geometry formed from four

compatible triangles. A constant strain triangle [B.41 and a linear

cu'rvature compatible triangle w:!,th nine (9) degrees of freedom (B.5]

are used to represent the membrane and bending behavior, respectively,

of the SAP "elament. A central node is located at the average of the

coordinates of the four corner nodes and has six degrees of freedom

which are also eliminated by condensation at the element level.

E~ch element in both SHORE and SAP 'have constant material prop-

erties (moduli of elasticity) although the properties may vary as

req1)i~ed from element to element: in the respective models. The thick-

ness of a particular element in SAP must be constant, but may change as

required throughout the SAP shell model. The thickness of the 'SHORE

element can vary linearly along the meridian as dictated by the shell

geometry.

Various loads including thermal effects may be used as input for

both the SHORE and SAP analysis with distributed loads (gr.avity,
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pressure, etc.) ar.d thermal loads being treated as con~istent e~uivalent

nodal loads in both analyses. However, a major difference exists in

the wanner in which other loads are input for analysis. SAP requires

that all external loads including moment~ applied to the shell structure

be input as concentrated loads at nodal points while for the SHORE

analysis all loads are expanded in Fourier harmonics with respect to

an element nodil point and the final result is 'obtained by superimposing

the results of each harmonic.

Finally, both finite element programs solve the resulting set of

linear simultaneous equations for ,the structural model by a modification

of the Gaussian elimination scheme which takes advantage of the symme~ric

narrow banded nature of the global matrices used.

B.3 Comparison of Results

Several of the most significant differences between the two finite

element models are considered and comperisons of results are made. The

differences include the effect of element discretization, boundary condi

tions, the method of applying the loads, the precision of calculations

and the type of elements used.

One of the biggest differences between the two analyses lies in the

initial scheme for discretizing the Shell. While SHORE uses continuous

ring elements as shown in tigure B.l, SAP requires that the rings be

broken into numerous elements. The radial grid adopted is shown in

figure B.2. The changes in radial increment were chosen to reduce the

number of nodes required for the model in hopes of making the program

manageable on the computer while prese~ving resolution at cathead gantry

no. 4 and prOViding loading points at the other cathends. As it .:as,
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the SAP an~lysis required more than eight hours of computer time. The

effect of baving varying radial increments was tc introduce some varia

tions in the solution which could be attributed directly to the variations

in the size of the elements. This can b~ best illustrated by considering

the gravity loads which should be identical at any angle. Figures R.3

and B.4 illustrate the radial variation of hoop stress. Ne• and the

meridional stress. N~. respectively. 1.5 ft (.457 m) below the top of

lift 28. The radial variations in the stresses as predicted by SAP are

due to the changes in size of adjacent elements and to the poor aspect

,ratio of the larger elements. The smallest elements at cathead no. 4

(elements 126 and 127) are 2.lR ft (0.65 m) long by approximately 0.6 ft

(0.18 m) high for an aspect rar.io of 3.63 while the largest elements near

the top (elements 112 and 120) have an aspect ratio of approximately 58.

As can be.seen in figure B.3 and B.4 element size change has more of an

effect on N~ (fig. B.3) than the aspect ratio, whil~ the aspect ratio has

more of an influence on Ne (fig. B.4). However, figure B.3 and B.4 do

illustrate that the stress distribution hecomes more uniform near cathead

no. 4 where the mesh is finer and the aspect ratio of the elements is more

favorable to obtaining a good solution. In the SHOR~ analysis. the'

radial stress distribution is dependent only upon the equations used to

develop the ring elements. The SHORE and SAP analysEoB for the gravity

load showed good agreement between N¢ and Ne a.long the meridian at

cathead no. 4. The largest difference was less than 5 percent.

Different boundary conditions are used in the two models. The

SHORE model uses an open typ~ element developed specifically to repre-

sent the columns at the base of the shell. The effect on the model is
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to smear the stiffness of the columns into a ring. In the SAP model

the shell at the top of the ring beam tying th~ columns together was

fixed by prescribing ~ero displacements. This was done to reduce the

number of nodes in the SAP model. Consequently, the str6sS distributions

within the bottom ring of the shell are quite different for the two

models. However, in element 17 of the SHORE model (see fig. B.I) and

the corresponding elements in the SAP model, the stress distributions

are similar. The same results are presented in Leference B.I where the

effect of different boundary conditions on a hyperboloidal shell were

studied. Consequently, the effects of the boundary conditions at the

base seem to be far enough away from the area of interest, the top two

lifts, so that none of the differences in results are due to the differ

ences between boundary conditions used in the two mQdels.

The method of applying the loads seems to have a great impact upon

the results. SHORE requires that the loads be applied as line loads

acting over some finite length. The length is chosen to allow a reason

ably rapid convergence of the fourier series used to generate the load.

SAP requires that the loads be point loads applied at nodes. For this

problem where the loads ar~ essentially applied to the shell by bolts.

the point load approach is more realistic. The effect of using the

distributed line loads is to cause the stress distribution to he more

uniform near the point of a?plication and the maximum stress predicted

should be lower than the real stress experienced by the shell.

The loading function used in the SHORE analysis is developed by

first distributing the concentrated loads about the ~enterline of the

jumpform beam. The loads are distributed over 0.358 degrees (10 in
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or 254 mm at lift 28) for the scaffold loads (load cases 2 and 3) and

0.859 degrees (24 in or 610 mm at lift 28) for the cathead gantry and

hoist loads (load cases .. and 5). The 10 in (254 nun) distribution width

is the surface contact length between ,the shell and jumpform beam. This

distributed load is then expanded 1n a Fourier Series which applies the

load at the required points around the circumference of the tower for

that particular construction load. The larger distribution angle used

in load cases 4 and 5 was chosen because it reduces the numher of Fourier

series harmonics required to adequately define the loads. Ideally, a 0.358

degree distribution angle should have been used for all cases. However,

when the distribution angle was reduced from 0.859 to.0.358 degrees, the

number of harmonics required to produce a load function .with an acceptable

shape increased from 56 to 150 and computer time and costs almost tripled.

A sample analysis was conducted using both. the 0.358 and 0.859 degree dis-

tribution angles and the maximum stresses differed by only a few percent.

The stress distributions were also essentially the same. Consequently,

it would appear that the compromise between distribution angle and computer

analysis time is justified. Figure B.5 illustrates this distributed line

loading for the normal, meridion and tangential forces F , F , and F ,
x Y z

respectively and for the meridion moment My' applied to the shell by the

jumpform beams. The bold vectors represent the points loads used in the

SAP analysis.

The development of a convergent Fourier series with only a few har-

monies was found to be a diffir.ult task for load cases 4 and 5 which are-

applied onl~r at cathead 4. This is because as the nUlllber of application
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points decreases (two points or ribs for cases 4 and 5), the number of

harmonics required for a convergent series increases rapidly. In addition,

the required computer time to analyze a load case using SHORE is related

to the number of harmonics. An investigation of the stress distributions

that occurred around the circumference oi the shell 1n load case 4 where

the six cathead gantry loads are applied, for both the SHORE and SAP

analysis, indicated that the internal shell forces decayed rapidly to a

small value at appxoximately 200 from the cathead as shown in figures B.6

and B. 7. Thus, it was concluded that since the catheads are 6Qo apart, the

loads applied at a c~thead have little influence on the internal forces at

the catheads on either side. Consequently. in order to reduce the number

at harmonics necessary to obtain convergence, the loads for load cases 4

and 5 were applied, in the SHORE analysis. at all six cathead locations

instead of "just at cathe~d no. 4. Figure B.8 illustrates the loading

function for a normal force applied to the shell by the jumpform beams

at a cathead. This load would then be repeated at all six cathead loca

tlnns in load case 4 to produce a symmetric loading condition.

1~e loading functions were developed for each construction load

(cases 2 through 5) and a separate analysis was made for nach case,

including the gravity load which was internally generated by both pro

grams. Since both SHORE and SAP are linear elas'de finite element

programs~ the principle of superposition app1:l.es and the results for

each load case may be combined algebraically to fir.d the resultant

stresS2S for any combination of the construction loads.
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Comparison between values of membrane stress. Na • and bending moment,

Me ' obtained for solutions to load case 4 using SHORE ar.d SAP are illus

trated in figures B.G and B.7. The comparisons are i~lustrated for selected

elevations in 11ft 28 and are typicai of reaults from other load cases.

It is interesting to note that although the loads are distributed over an

are length in the SHORE analysis, the Btr~9S magnitudes predicted compare

well with those obtained using SAP. However, because loads are applied at

points in the SAP analysis, the streeses would be expected to be larger

than those obtained using the SHORE analyei9. Several features of the SAP

model and solution process may contribute to the apparent inconsistency.

A major feature is that SAP calculates stresses at ~he center of the element

which essentially represent the ~verage stress in the whole element. Since

even the smallest elements are over two feet wide and the stress distribu

tion is sharp the peak atress may be missed by a significant amount. A

second feature involves the precision of the calculations. SEORE carries

out all calculations in double precision on a 32-bit word machine while

the version of SAP used carries out single precision calculations on a

36-bit word machine. Consequently, roundoff errors may have occurred in

the SAP solution process, especially since there were over 6400 equations

to be solved and the band width of the stiffness matrix was 612. Another

reason the SAP program calculates smaller atresEes may be the poor aspect

ratio of the elements and the relative size of adjacent elements. Fin

ally, there are differences in the types of elements used in the two

models. SAP. uses a plate/shell element wbicbprovides only for membrane

stresses and bending moments. SHORE on the other hand uses a shell

element which accounts for transverse shear and thus provides for a better

estimate of bending moments since the elements are rela~ively thick (0.667
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ft, 0.2 m) in lift 28. This appears to be corroborated by the fact that

the comparison between membrane stresses in figure B.6 is better than the

comparison betw~cn bending moments in figure B.7.

B.4 Conclusion

Despite the differences in the values of the stresses there are

several en;couragiug points which arise fTom the comparison of the two

solutions. Both models gave Btres~ distributions of similar shape for

corresponding stress components. Also, the fact that such different

models could lead to the prediction of stresses and moments f~r which

the peak values agreed within a few percent for membrane str.esses is

encouraging, especially since insufficient time was available to refine

the SAP model. Consequently, the SAP model is considered to be a first

cut at ve-rification of the SHORE results, while the SHORE program is

designed specifically for the solution of problems involving shells of

revolution.

Based primarily on the difference between the SHORE closed ring ele

ment, which included transverse shear deformation, and the SAP plate/shell

apyroximation which does not, it is believed that the stress resultant and

moments obtained in the SHORE analysis are a better a~proximation of the

stress levels experienced by the shell in lift 28 for the spe~ified con~

struction loads. The actual stress levels may be higher since the distri

buted loads used by SHORE to represent the loads applied to the shell at

the jumpform beam bolts tend to smear the loads over a larger surface area

of the shell than actually occurs and the shell model is not sufficiently

able to model the stress distributions that occur at the bolt locations,

Both the SAr and SHORE models give stress distribution that agree

reasonably well for the type of loads applied in each analysis. Thus, the

areas of high stresses in lift 28 could be predicted from the results of

either model.
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@
LAW ENGINEER!NG TESTING COMPANY

..IATEIlIALS lE~ liNG ENC:INEI:IlS
SUIt AND FOUNUAIION INVESTIGATIUNS

.,1 PIA,I... Ava.. H. E. • P. O. 10. 11115. Sh•. K
AllANTA. GEORGIA 30314

I,EPORT OF CEMENT ANALYSIS

aw.~: LETCO He LEAN

....)wtl NBS SAMPLE '45

LETCO JOB NO. M- 110

OI!ee: Atlanta, Georgia

DatIU August 9. 1978

...... No. 21531B

BRAND OF CEMEHT, --=-?__--'PLANT_...:.? SAMPLE RECEIVED 7-15-78

PHYSICAL DATA

SETTING TII~ (Gillm~re)

Initial Set:
Final Set:

SOUNDNESS (EXp5ns1on)

FINEtlESS (Surface Area,Blalne)

HOURS MINUTES
3 10

.,-- -so-

0.00

-,,-,37o.:;:.20~_----,Sq. Cm./~.

COI,IPRESSIVE STRENGTH, PSI
1 Day Break
3 Days Break 1680
7 Days Break -+'~90~D~----

Z8 Days Break

AIR CONTENT (Percent by Volume) --:..7:.:.2=-- _

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Silicon Dioxide (S102) 20.0
Aluminirr, Oxide (A1 203) 5.2
Ferric Oxide (Fc,O~) 3.9
Calcium Oxide (C!O, 63.5
Magnesium Oxide (MgO) 2.1
Sulphur Trioxide (S03) 2.0
Alkalies (Na,O & 0.658 ~O) 0.44
Loss on Ign'ltlon 1.6
Insoluble Residue 0.25
Tricalcium Silicate (3CaO.Si02) 60
Dicalcium Sflicate (2CaO.Sio2J '2
Tricalcfum Aluminate (JCaO,AT203) _---=7..;.'""-' _
Tetrbcalcium Aluminoferrite

(4CaO.AIz03.FeZ03' ~12~ ___

IlOTE: The type of th1 s cement 1s not known.

cc: H.S. Lew Washington. D.C.

lBS



LAW ENGINEERING TESTING COMPANY
"SA l'EIlIALSIIi!>IING ENCafllU:Il~

SOil. AND f-OUNUA liON IN\'t:STlC;A n()f'~

4\2 PI..lerl Ave., N. E. e P. O. 80x 1381S. !ol. II:
ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30324

• EPOaT 0 F_~_C:::E;.:.:M::;.:EN.:.:.T....:A~N::;:;Al::..:Y.;:..S:.:I5:-... _

c-..: lETCO tIC LEAN

PnJld:NBS SAMPLE 129

LETCO JOB NO. M- 110

BRAND OF CEMENT,_? _

PHYSICAL DATA

SETTING TIME (Gillmore)
Initial Set:
Final Set:

SOUNDNESS (Expansion)

fl~(NESS (Surface Area,Blaine)

Deee: Atlanta. Georgia

Jbta: August 9, 1978

Lab. No.2153l-A

PLANT ? ~SAMPLf RECEIVED7-IS-78

HOURS MlNUTES
2 49
4 45

0.0..;.0 .:;,%

37l0 __---'Sq. Cm./Gm.

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, PSI
1 Day Break
3 Days Break 2140
7 Days Break -;;,22""0"'0-----

28 Days Break

AIR CONTENT (Percent by Volume) ~7.~4 __

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Silicon Dioxide (Si02) 20.6
Aluminim Oxide (Al Z03) 5.3
Ferric Oxide (Fe,O) 3.0
Calcium Oxide (C:lO) 64.1
Magnesium Oxide (MgO) 2.4
Sulphur Trioxide (SO~) 2.1
Alkalies (NB?O & 0.6 8 K

2
0) Q,38

Loss on Ignit,Qn 1.2
Insoluble Residue 0.22
Tricalc~um Silicate {3Cao.Si02} 60
Dicalcium Silicate I[ZCaO.Slo2 ) 14
Tricalcium Aluminate (3CaO.AT20::) ~7...:..~1 _
Tetracalcfum A1uminoferrite

(4CaO.~1203.Fe203) 9

NOTE: The type of this cement is not known.

cc; H. S. lew
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LAW E:NGINEERIN7fTE~TlNGCO.

Aut tlttid~ _
DAN WELCH
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Technical Service Report

P%ojectt Slow Setting Concrete Wall section

~at.' ~ov.~r 7. 1978

CUstomer. ~ational Suzeau of St.n~.r~. (wa.hington, D.C.l

Objective

Determine if' Pozzolith 200-N. a vater-roOucin; admixture. v••
present. in concrete placeO in a vall section of a thin wall
structure at • concentration sufficient to account for an
unusually .low eetting behavior.

Conelu.ioll

The concrete in question contained a water-r.~uciIl9 admixture,
similar in eomposition t~ Poz:olith 200-N, at a level not ex
eeedinl/ that no:nnally recO!l1ll\ended by ti;1j! admixture lIl&r.ufacturar
(3 to 5 fl. oz./lOO ~bs. of cement).

sample !dentifieation and Background Information

A pieca of hardnnla concr~~o, waighing about 11 lb•• , and '~ee
&mall bottles of various liquid substalloea. identified a. Pozzo
lith 200-N" Stll%'cb Jlydrozylate, and Amine Derivatives Mbture,
respectively, wer~ received from ~r. H. S. ~w, Structure. and
Materials Division, Center fOr BU11dlng Technology, on 9/5/78.

Met-hods of hst

The concrete lampl. vas subjectea to chemic,,). :utalyses to dater
mine the presence ana adaition lev.l of a water-reeucing admix
ture (ASTM C-494, ~;pe Al. The liquia sample Saantified as
Pozzol1th 200-N WI., characterizea to obtain ita ch~c.l
compoaition anO certain physical properti... Tbe two remaining
liquid Mamplel, iaantifieO as starch HydrozYl~te and Amine
Derivative. Mixture, were subjected to inf~aree analYli. to
determine the principal ingredients ~resent.

Reaults and Disculsion

7he liquld lample identified as Pozlolith 200-N eonsistea prin
cipally of a mixture of corn .yrup (Starch Bydrolylate) an~

triethanolamine (Amine narivative. Mixturel. ~he let~r com
prised 11\ of the a&~ixturl formUlation as received. Chloride
ion (Cl-) in the arnc,unt of 0.24\ 1.110 wal detected. ~ comparison
of this sample with one ana~y:ad previo~sly by us in October
1975 sU9gested they Were quite similar.

Che~ieal analYBi. ~ave.l~d the concrete SamP~1 most likely con
tained no more,;hllZl " normal do.. of a "ater-ret5ucing adlllixture
similar in compo.i~icn to Porzolith 'CC·N (ASTM C-.'4, ~e Al.
In this cas., a normal dos. is en addition rate of ) to 5 fluid
ounces per 100 lb•• of cemant, as r.cotlllllended b)' the al5nlixt.ure
manufacturer (Master .ui16.rsl.

A mere prec1.. Oetermination of admixture concentration is net
possible at ~hi. time, unlesl a calibration curve v.s to be
prepared .mploying actual job materialS at the levels specifie~
in the mix delign.

19
CT-0477

Copy to -
J. :1. Shideler

Ch~mical Analyees ~I

J. Jl. Polky 11i,P
llessareh Ch&;t

A. A. Alonso (}../}...tJ..,
Associate Ras.arch Ch.mi.t

D. L. Glocholilaky Ifl1,
,..siatant l\eaearch Chemist
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